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THREE'S A CROWD

SPORT ON WATERS
GIVES YALE VICTORY

NUMBER

POLITICAL STRIFE IS
GROWING

i

OVER HARVARD'S BEST

Democrats Hold State

YALE WON PIRST TWO, HARVARD WON THE LAST

POPULISTS

chusetts, to New

at

'',
j

.!

Vale

regained
'c

I

the lead and
"arvara.
v mrmtiy

won.

Milwaukee, June 28. The democratic platform as prepared by the
committee on resolutions, at an
session, and presented to the
convention today, strongly endorsed
William J. ltryan as a candidate for
president in 1908. The platform demands enforcement of the statutes
against trust combinations and
favors tariff revision and
election of senators by direct vote,
and government control and regulation of all public service corporations.
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u,r ongthi b,,t Yale spurted and at
tne nalf wil8 leading, never being
i,PB,je,j ror tho rest of the distauce.
Harvard Wins the Last.
Harvard won the eight-oare- d
course
sIy race OVPr tne four-mil- e
down stream. Time: Harvard. 2:1:02;
it
vnlo
lintiv roitesteil
every f'Kt of the way.

Don't You V

'Var-mont-

HUNDRED MILE
POWER BOAT RACES
Mass.,
June 28. A
.Marblehead.
large fleet ot vachts and powerboat
of all kinds is assembled here to
ness the start of the long distance
As iii former years the principal power boat race from here to New
eights, York this afternoon. All the prelim-wi- ll
rate,' that between" the 'Varsity
be over a four mil" course, the inarles have been arranged and the
same old course, over which so many boats entered for the race are putting
fine races have been rowed between on the last finishing touches to pre-hThe pare them for the loug race. The
famous university crews..
Harvard crew is unusually strong t his number of entries is larger this year
vear and promises to do good work, man nt any previous long distance
Vlliev ts Ktroke. Newhall. No. 7: race arranged by the Kniekebncker
Huron. No. 6: Richardson, No. 3; Yacht Club.
The race is for cruising boats of not
Glass, No. 4; Morgan, No. a; Fish. No.
less than thirty feet water line length,
2; Tappen, bow; Blagden. coxwaiu.
exceeding in the greatest length
The Yale crew is made up as
lows: Stroke, Houlton: No. T, Ide; forty feet, and with a water Mne
h
of
No 6 Noyes; No. 5, Chase: No. 4, 'breadth of not less than
Every boat
Bigelo'w; No. !'., Captain Morse : No. 2, the water line length.
coxswain, must, be equipped with an explosive
Weeks;
bow,
Graham;
engine or engine operated either by
lJarkolon.
Kvety ' boat
There will be three races, the nice gasoline or kerosene.
for freshman eights, the 'Vursity fours must have solid propellers and no sail
The first or sails of any kind. The crew must
and for 'Varsity eights.
less than four persons,
races do not, of course, attract as consist of not may
be a paid bund. If
much Interest as the big race, which one of whom
the owner of the boat is not on board,
will be the last on the proeram.
he must be represented by a member
Yale Wins Freshman Eights.
The race on the Thames today of some recognized club. No paid
per- - igaiors or pilots will be allowed,
with conditions well-nig- h
The start will be made at t; o'clock
feet for the events that will make upbervgatta
afternoon from a line between
this
twenty-eighth
annual
the
tween Harvard and Yale. The fresh-- : Black Spar buoy No. :1, off Marble-ma- n
eight-oare- d
race over the two- -' head Light, and the Committee boat,
Vale to the finish line between two stake
mile course started at
:aught the water first and Immediate- - boats anchored off tho Knickerbocker
ly secured a slight advantage. At the Yacht Club station at College l'oint.
half-milHarvard had regained the For the accommodation of tho boats
distance lost at the start, her bows taking part in the race, which is over
showing a little ahead ot Yale. Near- - la distance of abont 200 nautical miles,
ing the mile mark Y'ale led by half a arrangements have been made for a
length. At the mile and a half Yule supply of gasoline and kerosene which
was leading by a few feet. Soon af- - will be kept in readiness at Cottage
ter Harvard pulled to the front, but City Hat bar, Mass.
TWO
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KANSAS ATTRACTING

THAW IS INDICTED

y,

MAN FIGHTS DEATH

i

PUBLIC ATTENTION

BY GRAND JURY

TWENTY-TW- O

HOURS

Murder in the First Degree, Needs Many Laborers lo Save While Hundreds Labor to Ex
tricate Him From the
Her Immense Crop of
Says the Jury, in the
Caving Sand.
Wheat. '
Indictment.
'

MRS. THAW DIDN'F TESTIFY'

INDUSTRY RECOVERY STILL DOUBTFUL

PENITERTIARY

A

fol-in- ot

one-fift-

j
j

i

nav-open-

e.

CONTEST

NEW RACE TRACKS ANNUAL
Vf

IN GOLF WORK

OPENED TODAY
Salem, N.

11.,

June

2S.-T-

Chicago,

new-rac-

III.,

June

28.

The annual

of the New England Breed- open championship tournament of the
ers' Club, at Rockingham Park, will I'nited States Golf Association opened
and this this morning on the links of the On- -'
be opened this afternoon,
town Is greatly excited over the event. wentsia Club, I.ake. Forest, 111. The
The city is decorated with flags and number of entries is unusually large,
business is practically at a standstill. and among the contestants are many
Several thousand visitors from the ;of the must prominent golf experts of

track

'

surrounding districts are already here
and sportsmen from all parts of New
England are arriving here with every
train, to attend the opening races.
The ci' has arranged for some
sport for the opening day and
has offered special prizes to make
;!:e events particularly attractive.
Rockingham l'ark lias an area of
about 4." u acres. On this land there
has been laid out a straightaway
of a mile long,
oiirse,
running track, a mile and an eighth
'n'-- ', and a steeplechase track, a mile
.
inside of it, while upon the rest
tho property lias been erected
.f
grandstands, field stands, pavillions,
'.'ill houses for the Jcicl.ey Club nieiii-ticand for their jockeys, paddocks
and s'.ables, and all the eqnlpincir of
racing track, and the art of the
:i
:,itnlscape gardener ha.- - been called
inplay in laying out In walks mid
lawns and drives on the surrounding
'and. No money has been spared in
laying out the track and in equipping
lie various buildings and it is said
That the Rockingham l'ark course is
one of the finest outside of New 101k.
It offers accommodations for five hundred horses and is conveniently connected wi'li seoral railroad lines.

the country.
As usual, the competition consists of
seventy-tw- o
holes of medal play, of
which thirty-si- x
holes are to be playe d
today, the rest tomorrow. Contest-- j
ants, w hoso scores at the finish of
today's playing, exceed by fifteen
strokes tile tenth place, will not be
permitted to continue in tho contest
tomorrow, liy thus weeding out the
we.iUes
of the players considerable
time will be gained for tomorrow's
deciding contest. To avoid tedious delay the rule has been made that any
player who fails to appear at the tee
within lifteen minutes of the time hn
Is calb d to play by the committee.
shall bo disqualified unless reasons
satisfactory to the officials in charge
are forthcoming.
The following prizes will be coli-- !
tested for: First, consisting of $:iiiu
iand a gold medal; second, consisting
,of l".u: third, $liit); fourth. $n; fifth,
; seventh, $."iii; eighth,
jITii; sixth,
i$to; ninth. $;tu, and tenth, $'ii. If an
amateur wins any of these prizes he
jwill get the equivalent in plate.
I

throe-quarte-

i

.
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LOSSES OF
SAN FRANCISCO FIRE.
San Francisco: Cab, June 2S. The
first step was taken yesterday by the
ADJUSTING

REUNION

OF ANCIENT
ORDER OF HIBERNIANS.
Pittsburg. Pa., June 28. The second
annual field day and reunion of the
Ancient Order of Hibernians will be
hehl this afternoon at. Calhoun l'ark.
A great gathering
of Irishmen from
Jtbls city and other cities in this vl- jcinity is expected and great preparations for the event have been made.
National I'resideut iKilan of Syracuse,

nsurance companies to adjust the
losses of the big banking corpora-t.ouand estates in tills city. Loss
' oiuiuiMces
were a;pointtil to conformer Presidents Morris K. Withers
sider and reMirt all facts.
'of Philadelphia and John T. Keating
;of Chb.igo. and Patrick J. llaltji-aACTIVITY IN RANKS OF
CONSTITUTIONAL DEMOCRATS. of Washington, editor of the National
St. Petersburg, June 2V The con- .Hibernian, will be present and deliver
stitutional democrats were hurriedly addresses. President Dulan will ex- sumtnoued to a caucus tl.is afternoon. 'hibit the medal which was awarded to
'' was again rumored that n.gotla-- ' the order at tho last Paris exposition.
tis were proceeding with them Kir The program of the afternoon includes
'I" formation of a ministry, headed ja number of interesting athletic
f the events.
be
Varoius
prizes
will
M
Moiiromsteft', president
:
awarded.
r house.
s

n

w-
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STATE
TICKET IN VERMONT
Burlington, Vt., June 28. The democratic state convention of this state
convened at the Strong theater this
forenoon to nominate a state ticket.
V. A. Dullard of Burlington called the
convention to order and H. C. Shurt-lef- f
of Montpelier was made secretary.
After the usual committees had been
appointed, a recess was taken.
A proposition for a fusion with the
faction of the party favoring Clement
for the head of the ticket will be considered by the convention nnd, unless
the Clement men are too exorbitant in
their demands for concessions, it Is
believed probable that the proposed
fusion will be brought about.
The, democratic convention of the
first congressional district will be held
Immediately after the adjournment of
the state convention.
TO

ii

9.1-1-

again be denied. All monopolies
should be owned and operated by the
whole people. This doctrine has been
widely adopted except In the Unrteu
States, and in some degree even here.
Wherever adopted the people will not
listen o any argument in favor of returning control of monopolies into
private hands. We are opposed to
any tariff that In Its administration Is
for the benefit of any American trust
combinations, which sell to foreigners
cheaper than to the American consumer. The growing evils, such as government by Injunction, militarism, autocracy in postoffice and in all other
departments of government, graft and
favoritism everywhere, are merely expressions of the increasing degeneracy in the machine rule system which
will bo determined as rapidly as the
people's sovereignty Is
To expand club organization till It
shall reach every county In the land
Is the political need of the hour. We
feCOCn'izn
nlnaoni-With
.
w,w giunum
u u t V 41ia
o
" . .
.
.
..
1. 1. .
4.......
nuuviiij
at tne
lunnru
polls and the purpose to vote together
of all reform organizations that have
for their object the welfare of the
people and the uplifting of humanity."
Will Question Candidates.
A
resolution introduced by H. J.
Mulllns of Tennessee, providing that
this conference agree In the work being performed by the conference provisional committee, ..caused turmoU,
which took up mostTof he morning
session, but was adopted on a rising
vote. A resolution introduced by
Georite H. Siblev r Wnuhlnirton t
president of the Peoples' Soverl
jC,
..
.
..nr.,,..
Alfftlln Tijira&uxj
vifsm
ui jineriu, was adopted, "providing
that each local or
ganlzatlon of the people's party hall
Immediately question candidates
In
their district and publish their replies concerning their attitudes on
labor and political questions.

all-nig- ht

Ynln
lhA 'Vnrsilv
Time: Yah',
ract! ,,v pKnt ienKths.
U:4(! 3.5. Harvard, 12:14. This race
WBg ,n ,1lHtance two mn08
p stream,
Harvard led at the quarter by a quar-mor- e

ii

ISSUE AN ADDRESS TO THE PEOPLE

Claim Their Tenets Have Become Paramount Issues-W- ill
Question All Candidates on Labor and Social Views
and Vote Only For Those Approved.

6 O'clock

'"::
vrini

De-

of Public Service Corporations.

This Evening With Many Contestants.
London, Conn., June 25.
Xew
Everything is in readiness for the
great boat race on the Thames be
tween the picked crews ol laie una
Harvard, which will take place this
afternoon. The town is crowded with
visitor from all parts of the east and
are arriving with every train.
Although defeated by Cornell last
month the Harvard crews were not
discouraged and when they arrived at
this
Oales Ferry in the early part of
they set to work with energy
to prepare themselves for the crucial
r.t th rare with Yale. The crews
of both universities worked faithfully
during the weeks preceding the race
and those who watched the performance of the men are of the opinion
one
that this afternoons race will be con
of the most interesting and hotly
tested ever held in this pari of the

Conventions-Wincon- sin

clares For Bryan and Government Control

Race From Marblehead, Massa-

YorK City Will Begin

WARMER

THROUGH COUNTRY

Three Races Rowed on the Thames Near New
London, Connecticut, Between These Two
Oldest Colleges in America.

long Distance Power Boat

151

"He Ruined

My

Wife," iaid

1

haw,! Another

Anti-Saloo-

Crusade Has High Wind Blows Cars From Track

n

NOMINATE

a

v

1

POPULISTS ARE EVEN
STRONGER IN DEMAND3
"
' i
June 28. Th national
Quarters.
Them
For
Sunflower
the
itatc.
Will Plead Tomorrow.
,
committee of the people's party today
adopted an address to the people. It
New York. June 28. After fighting says In part: "It has been completely
Topeka, Kan., June 2S. The farmgrand,
New York. June 1'S. The
demonstrated that tho people's party
jury returned an Indictment against ers of the state of Kansas have sent against death for more than twenty was right In its advocacy of the quan-tatiThaw, charging murder in the first; out a strong appeal tor men to work 'two hours, Jeremiah Kisher, a plum
theory of money, nnd this ecodegree. Thaw will plead to the in-- , in the harvest fields. At least twenty-fiv- e her, was rescued today from a sand nomic theory will probably never
thousand more man than are now pit at Tompklnsville, Staten Island, In
dictment before Justice Co win to-- j
available or even in sight will be which he had been imprisoned since
morrow.
needed to gather in the harvest in yesterday forenoon. He is In a pitla
Verdict of Coroner's Jury.
from exhaustion and
Tins W'nile Inquest was held today.: Kansas, and the farmers are ut a loss hie condition
The jury found that Stanford White to find means for seeming the re- may not survive. Fisi'icr was working
"came to his death by guus.iot quired help. All sorts of inducements in the excavation, when a street car
and an avalanche
wounds inflicted by Harry K. Thaw.' are held out to laborers to go to the loosened the ground
held him
The most Important testimony v.as wheat fields. Along the Santa Ke of sand fell upon him and being
visf
stage railroad farmers drove into towns in as in a vice, only his head
that given by Lionel
director of the Madison Square Gar- carriages and other vehicles and pick- bio. Hundreds of men were employed
in the work of rescue.
den theater. Lawrence said that im- ed up straggling laborers.
Mr. (jerow, the state free employmediately after tho shooting Mrs.
Thaw rushed to her husband, threw ment agent, holds that the railroads ELEVEN CARS BLOWN
FROM TRACK BY WIND,
her arms around his neck and said: aro largely to blame for the shortage
Cheyenne, W'yo., June 2S. High
"Never mind, Harry; 1 will stick to of harvest hands. He says the railSenate-P- ost
you through thick and thin." Thaw roads need every man they can get to wind this morning blew over eleven
complete
this
of
own
Vv'elr,
work,
cars
their
for
east
a
and
station
at
small
surroundturned to the crowd which
reason have refused to grant the one here. The ars were used as quarters
ed them and said: "That
Twenty of
ruined my wife, and I got him and I cent a mile passenger rate that usu- for Japanese laborers.
ally Is made for harvest hands. They them were Injured, seven seriously.
fixed him for It."
fear, it is said, that the call from the
Mrs. Thaw Visits Husiand.
the attractive NOTED CASTLE WILL
New York, June 28. Soon after the" wheat fields, with
BE SOLD AT AUCTION
close of the coroner's inquest pro- - wages, will draw away their laboreres,
eeertings against Thaw were begun who get only $1.25 a day for working
Paris, June 28. The Chateau of Special to The Evening Citizen.
sailors' homes, Including those about
before the grand jury nnd Mrs. Thaw on the tracks.
Vlzllle will be sold at unction today
Washington, 1). C, June 28. Dele- to enter and thoso returning homo
was in the grand jury room lifteen
The castle was bought a few years gate Andrews has been .promised that discharged, and boards of managers
ago by an English syndicate, and used tho bill for a public building at Albu- of such homes; caretakers
minutes and then went on her way to: HOCH FAVORS MAKING
of liveALCOHOL
FARM
AT
PEN as a hotel and club. It was in one of querque, to cost $2(h) (mo, will pas stock, poultry and
the Tombs to visit her husband.
fruit; employes oa
Topeka, June 28. Governor E. W. the halls of this castle that the dep-- i the seuate.
Wife Won't Testify Against Him.
sleeping
cars,
express
cars and to
New York, June 28. Tho decision1 Hoch favors the establishment of a titles of the municipalities of Pauph-- ,
Tho lMistmasters for Las Cruces, linemen of telegraph
or telephone
was reached today that Mrs. Harry, denatured alcohol distillery at the Iny met on July 1, 1788j and hastened Silver City and Artesla, New Mexico companies; to railway mail employes,
K. Thaw will refuse to testify before: Kansas penitentiary and the employthe revolution bv demanding the con were confirmed, at the request of postoffice inspectors, customs inspectthe grand Jury nnd will plead that she! ment of convict labor.
vocation of the General States. It Is Senator I'enrose, chairman of the ors and immigrant lnspecors;
to
should not bo made to give any evi'situated southeast of Grenoble and IMistoflice committee, within an hour; newsboys on trains, baggage agents,
was long (Avned by the Caslml:- Perier after they were sent in. This is al- witnesses attending any legal Investidence that might be damaging to her WILL DESTROY BUILDINGS
WHICH CONTAIN SALOONS family.
husband. She asked permission to sit
most unprecedented.
gation in which common carriers are
by her husband's side at the Inquest
Andrews' bill for the relief of John Interested, persons Injured in wrecks
Kansas City, Kas., June 28. The
S. Bowie, has been sent to the c laims and physicians and nurses attending
n
today but the request was denied.
crusade here has been re- CAPTAIN WYNNE RESIGNS
BY SPECIAL REQUEST crmmlttee.
newed with Increased vigor. C. W.
such persons."
New York, June 28. captain Kob- Tricklett, assistant attorney general
NAME OF TOWN IS
appointed by Governor Hoch to en- ii il W. Wynne, of the United States CONFEREES FORMULATE
PACKING HOUSE LAW
THE THIRD RATE BILL.
BONE OF CONTENTION
CHANGED FOR POSTOFFICE force the prohibition law, gave warn- marine corps, sent in his resignation
ing that in addition to destroying the from the service us requested by the
I).
Washington,
C, Juno 28. The
Washington, Juno 28. There will
consequence
navy
in
department
of
stocks of liquor and bar fixtures lie
conferees on tho railroad rate bill bo a conference on the meat provision
THERE WERE TWO TECOLOTES would demolish the
saloon buildings the Verdict of the court martial being formulated thtir third report today, of tho agricultural bill today. ChairIN NEW MEXICO AND DEPART-MENIf tho owners persist in renting them against him, to Brigadier General Eland it will be signed by Senators
man Wals worth of the house conferCOULD NOT ESTABLI6H to keepers of "joints."
There were liott, commandant of the marine
and Cullom and tho three house ence committee said tho result' would
TWO SUCH POSTOFFICES.
yesterday,
be
to
corps
forwarded
to
representatives, Tillman again with- probably be an agreement to report
about ino saloons in the city, half of
which have been closed. Oflleia's the president. Marines are preparing holding his (denature. Tho McLaurin tho proposition to both houses for
In order to obtain a postollice th
begging
president
robin,"
the
a
round
commodity amendment was made to their action.
ibis continue spilling the liquor and break- no!
residents of the town of
in dismiss Captain Wynne or ac- apply to "railroad
companies," the
The conferees on the agricultural
territory, have had to consent to the ing up saloon fixtures
resignation.
liis
cept
word companies, having been added bill at 2:10 today reported disagreechanging-otho name of their tow n. ISOLATION
to llie
HOSPITAL
previous agreement, which ment in regard to meat Inspection.
The Tecolote in quest inn is in LinFOR FORT SLOCUM. COTTON MILL MEN ARE
changes the application from common
As Proctor reported to the senate,
coln county, on the i:i J'aso : SouthORGANIZATION.
PERFECTING
New York, June 28. Fort Sloeuni,
carriers to railroads, in order to ex-- i agreement was reched as to all other
western. There is also another Tecocot-Greenville, S. C, June 28. The
i in pi pipe lines. The pass agree- provisions of the bill.
lote in tho northwestern part of the X. Y., will not have a new isolation
was based on the provisions of
territory, and mail which was ad- hospital, as some of tie- officers on ton mill men of South Carolina, w ho ment
recently formed an association, which t o- senate bill, but two or Mine ex OMNIBUS BUILDING
dressed to the Lincoln county town duty at that post desired. They
asked the surgeon general of repres- II' s 2,riiSI,iiiiH spindles, will hold eeptions were stricken on'.
BILL IN THE SENATE
was always sent to the other place.
for the
Washington, June 28 The senate
When the Lincoln county Tecob.'.e the army fur an allottiitit of hospital 'n meeting here this afternoonorganizaAbout Pass Giving.
committee on public buildings and
was promised a postoffh e it. was de- - funds which wuit'il in kit possible the purpose of completing their
electing officers for the curThis provision is redrafted along grounds today reported tho omnibus
tided to name the pew office Weikel, construction of a hospital building of tion and
type which has just been adopted rent year. Resolutions, reducing the the lines of the amendment as passed public buildings bill with a net Inafter Contractor Adam Weikel, who the
by the War lioparUncnt for the treathours of work from Cti a week to ) by the senate. It prohibits broadly crease of $I,uS4,r00 over the bill as It
runs a quarry there.
The have been adopted by the organiza- - and generally the Issuance of any free passed tho house. The new items inTherefore as soon as the posloftice ment of contagious diesasea.
transportation for constant
clude: Kvanston, W'yo., 5,0o0; lenis established the name Weikel will first of the new type buildings will be Hell
and then provides excepted classes as der, Wyo., $7.4uu; Denver, $joo,000.
erected at Kurt Myer, Ya., ami it is inbe substituted for Tecolote.
follows:
tended to establish such Isolation NAMES OF POLICY HOLDERS
Tho senate Increased the housu
WILL NOT BE MADE PUBLIC.
places at oilier posts as adjuncts of
"No common carrier subject t the provisions as follows: Hawlins, Wyo.,
OBSERVING
CENTENNIAL
y
AT ONEIDA, NEW YORK.; the regular army hospital. This work
tr.o provisions of this act shall after
Xeiv Yotk, June 2. General
$10,000 to $S0,0H0;
Sheridan. Wyo.,
1, 1 107,
directly or Indirectly, $1 lii, (mo to $150,000.
., June 28.
The cele- will be done as rapidly and exten- lieitor Mcintosh, of the New York
Oneida, N.
bration in honor of Madison county's sively as be available funds permit. I. lie Insurance company, sent to issue or give any interstate free
centennial opened here today with a While Kon Sloeuni would ordinarily M'iiii.'I 1'ntineyer, counsel for the transportation for passengers except NEW STEAMSHIP LINE
TO RUSSIAN PORTS.
big parade, music by a number of be entitled to un Isolation hospital, it International
olicy holdt rs' commit- to its employes and their families, its
IJbau, Russia, June 28. Tho first
stenlay, a reply to his letter officers, agents, physicians and atbands and a great deal of excltnicnt. is ruled by the acting surgeon general. tee
The town is handsomely decorated Colonel Yalery Havard, that there is aking the committee at his own ex-- ' torneys at law; to ministers of reli- steamer of the new direct passenger
with flags and crowded with visitors available at Fort Sloeuni a building peiise, to be allowed to obtain lists gion, traveling secretaries of Hailroad and freight steamer line between thl
The left over from the Spanish-America- n
from the surrounding districts.
'of the New York Life olicy holders. Young Men's Christian associations, port and New York, sailed today. The
celebration, which beuau this morn-- ; war period, which can bo easily con- Mclntoslj flatly refusal to accede to inmates of hospitals am', charitable steamships which will ply between
ing, will continue until tomorrow night verted into an isolation hospital, and iilie Mitsii n, saying that tho law and eleinosynary institutions and per- 'the two ports will be tho Smolensk,
and there will be something for the. so save the expense of a special build- did not requite such action, and that sons exclusively engaged in charitable 'the St. Petersburg and the Saratoff.
j i;
was unwlsv to give such publicity and eleinosynary work; to Indigent, the first two named being the ships
entertainment of the people going on ing for that purpose.
destitute and homeless persons, and which, as members of the Russian volall the time. Tonight and tomorrow'
to the lis's.
New York Money Market.
to such persous when transpoid by unteer fleet, created a good deal of
night there will be fireworks in the!
New York, June 2.V Money
Copper and Lead.
charitable societies or hospitals and excitement by stopplug and searching
old fairgrounds and open air concerts.
call,
per cent;'
This afternoon there will be a meet- - firm and night r, at 'Sfit
New Yolk. June 2V Copper, dull necesary agents employed In such British vessels In the Red Sea during
ing to commemorate the founding of prime mercantile paper, 5ii.'ij
transportation to homes and hospitals the early stages of the Russo-Japp(r and unchanged; lead, quiet and
cent, itar silver C'i'jC.
Madison count).
for old soldiers and officers and old anese war.
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For Public Building Will Pass
Office Nominations Confirmed Within
Hour at Request of Penrose.
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ALBUQUERQUE
dope, or it
soul destroying
tern for the
. ...... flfl.l ...
I
ftf lllO
may do umi
n" who

Kit

tVtfUKG CIIIZEfl
Hm,l M)y ui Wssfcty If

"Tkm CftUco

sur-

under the conditions which havo
rounded him for some years and has
decided to drift away from civilization
nnd die the awful death of the desert
,
victim.
Uoblnson, as has boon stated n
those columns Holore, is u
opbov. llfl was formerly a teloBriiph life,
erator and hal a Rood start In has
but fe'.l Into the dniK habit which
undermined him morally and physically.
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No. 1146. Territory of Xew Mexico,
vs. Albuquerque Land and
Irrigation Company, appellant. Attorney General W. C. Reid appeared for
the territory and W. B. Childers for
the appellant. The case was adjourned, to the next Bession.
Alexander M. Henry,
Ko. 1069.
plaintiff J,, error, vs. H, B. Cart- E. A.
"Wright, defendant lit error.

and

IS MAKING

RHODES

journed to next session.
No. 1151. George R. Beasley, appellant, vs. James H. Hancock, appellee. Moore & Paxton appeared for
the appellant and E. A. Chaffee for
the appellee. A motion to strike the
case from the trial calendar was overruled and the case was adjourned to
the next session. Stern-RogeManuNo. 1152. The
facturing company, appellee, vs. The
Altec Gold Mining & Milling company,
appellants. W. S. Hartman and Veed-- t
& Veeder appeared for the appellee and Catron & Gortner. C. A. Spiess
nd E. V. Long for the appellant. Adjourned to next session.
No. 1153. Stringfellow & Tannehill,
a corporation, appellee, vs. V. W. Petty, appellant. R. E. Sund appeared
lor the appellee and Earl H. Snyder
JtoJ-lh- e
appellant. Case submitted on
briefs.
JS'o. 1154. Southern Car Manufacturing & Supply company, appellants,
vs. Warren Wugner, appellee. Gate-woo- d
and Dunn appeared for the appellant and Richardson, Reld & Her-vfor the appellee. Case adjourned
to next session.
No. 1157. A. D. Thomson, plaintiff
In error, va. St. Ixuls, Rocky Mountain & Pacific Railway company, defendant In error. John Marron, J. G.
Northcutt, Lunt, Brooks & Wilcox, P.
H. Murray and Abbott & Abbott
for the plaintiff and J. 1eahy,
41. A. Spiess and S. B. Davis for the
Motion to dismiss case
defendant.
granted.
No. 1134. Territory of New Mexico,
appellant, vs. Frank A. Hnbliell, appellee. Attorney General W. C. Reid
and K. W. Clancy uppeared for the
territory and W. B. Childers for Uio
Motion to dismiss
appellee.

.

Territory of New Mexico, appellee, vs. Rosario Elnillo, appellant. Attorney General W. C. Reid
appeared for the appellee and George
U. Barber and Richard B. Barnes for
the appellant. Arguments in the case
aulmiitted.
No. 1142. Territory of New Mexico,
appellee, vs. Joshua P. Church, appellant. Attorney General W. C. Reid
appeared for I he territory and Gate-woo- d
and Dunn for the appellant.
Case submitted.
No. 1144 Perfeclo Armijo, appellee,
vs. J. M. Henry, el nl.. appellams. II.
H. Fergnsson appeared for the appellants and W. B. Childers for the appellee. Case argued and submitted.
No. 112S.
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SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.
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Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and 8olictts New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

toPatrons.

Notice

REpuTAT0N;

EMBEZZLER

from the time it enters the dairy
until it reaches your kitchen, and
you will readily see why we
sterilize the milk (destroying the
germs) before we evaporate it
into

one-legg-

-

INTEREST

to Loan

iVloncy

Follow a Can
of Milk

DOPE FIEND IS FOUND
ON THE DESERT
Algy Robinson, tne
bum
and dope fiend, who disappeared from
I he poor farm a couple of days ago,
tiaa been located, says the Phoenix
Jlaiette. It was reported this morning to the Nli-that he was on the
ilesert north of Phoenix. The man is
familiar with the country and an attempt to venture onto the desert this
time of the year is suicidal, as he must
know.
The p dice believe that he has
there In search of more maraguana,
which is said to grow there to a very
limited extent. The vigor destroying
plant grows in Mexico very profusely
tint it Is known to exist in some section of Arizona.
ltobinsoii. or .lliiiiny IPirns. as he Is
belter kuown lure had eilher gone
in search of this weed tli.it lie inilit
SJitlsfy the luaj cravings of his sys-

A. D.

IF YOU WANT help of any kind, or
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
employment of any kind, 'phone,
LOW
PRICED.
VERY
call, or write Abraham's EmployAkE
ment office, 120 West Silver aveWHATEVER YOCR ...;EI)S
nue, at the Kllte cafe. 'Phones, On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horsea
Automatic. 37!' : Colorado. 28!.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
OR
MAY BE IN QUALITY
SALARIES AND WAREHOU8B REWANTED.
CAN PLEASE
PRICE. WE
CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
ANTuD A nurse man., inquire of as $200.00. Loans are quickly njaJe
YOi .
Mrs. Maglnnis, 213 North Seventh and strictly private.
One
Time:
st rect.
month to one year given. Goods reWAMTED At once, flrstTasi "farm main In your possession. Our rates
hand. J. Felipe Hubbell, Pajarito, are reasonable. Call and see us beX. M.
fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
HIGHLAND PHARMACY
WANTKli Persons everywhere
to
distribute
samples;
$18 weekly; Steamship tickets to and from all
our
S
parts of the world.
205 East Railroad Ave.
"Manager," 4
steady position.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
Wells street, Chicago.
SIS West Railroad Ave.
GentleiTi en's second-hanOOOOOCKOCKSC0000
WANTED
PRIVATE OFFICES.
clothing. No. 615 South First street,
Ooen Evenings.
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
-- $250FO r""r E N i:7
In- FUR RENT Furnished
rooms.
Buys a lot on South Edith street,
quire above poptotttce.
The undersigned nas left on his vacation and will not return to his of- FOR RENT Five-roomodem brick snap for somebody. Also
house for rent. 800 K. Silver avfice until about the
enue.
TENT HOUSE
4TH OR 5TH OF JULY.
FOR RENT Four-roomodern house
FOR SALE.
at lij"4 South Broadway. Apply a:
10OK Sti'ith Broadway.
FOR RENT Large, cool rooms for
PORTERFIELD COMPANY.
light housekeeping; rent reasonable.
(Incorporated.)
rL'4 West Railroad avenue.
110 West Gold Avenue.
FOR RENT Three-rooin
house
the Highlands, $12 per month. AdB P COPP
dress, Highlands, Citizen offica
work and conveyancing.
Notarial
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING
house; bath!
FOR RENT A
electric light and other modern
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
021 West Tijeras ave-nu- .
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
LAWYERS.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
FOR RENT Three io fivti room
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
houses, modern; also store room.
Ira M. Bond.
Automatic Telephone. 174.
32 F street
W. H. McMillion. real estate broATTORN
ker, 211 West Gold avenue.
N. V., Wasblr.eton, D. C. Pensions,
X
X X X X X X -- X X X X FOR
RENT Store room; "twelve-- lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
111
house conntcted, one room letter patents, trade marks, claims.
M
R. W. U. Bryan.
furnished:
also houses. W. H. Mc1 TERRITORIAL TOPICS
Albuquer
ATTORN
Million.
real estate dealer, 211
que, N. M. Office, First National
West Gold avenue.
i
Bank building.
x x x- -x
x x X X X 2- X

TAK- E- tO PRISON.
llvscott
Sheriff James Lowry. it ago
with
was in Phoenix a few days
at
two convicts for the penitentiarySals,
Yuma. One of them was James coun- .
of Yavapai
r; during...irhurifT
a part of the administration
con
of Sheriff Joe Roberts. Slas was .
ago
eniuciiiv.i.i.-..ol
month
a
victed
.u.. f,.miu fr the firmer sheriff, and
in
was lately sentenced to five years the
of
the penitentiary. The amount
stealings of Sias was undiscovtrable,
on account of the manner in which
.h.. i.wit- - u.err kent. but it is thought
got away with
that he could not havewas
capiuieu iu
less than $2.uou. lie
Texas months afterwaiu. ue imu
cured u responsible position there and
his new employer, a heavy contractor,
had so much confidence in him that
lie came to lrescott when Sias was
brought back and furnished bail for
his appearance beiore the grand jury
later for trial. Tills lnd held good
until the conviction of Sias at his second trial, when It was withdrawn. An
appeal was begun, hut it has not yet
bt-- ! n
perfected. Slas is confident of
his ultimate ai (tilttal. and tie said that
he did not expect to lie In Yuma very
lng.
I

ej

NEW MEXICO

Capital and surplus, $100,000

r Postal Tele

T. meeaenger
boy, and
office, or telephone direct, or call, and the ad will appear according to your wieh.
grfcph offices

OF W11K ll ARE EXOTHER.-PENSIVE WHILE

t
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ALBUQUERQUE

co.

SOME

Dusty Rhoades" Is evidently making good as a professional base ball
piayer since his graduation from the
Witness the folN'ew Mexico clubs.
lowing, clipped from the last issue of
tne Spartlng News:
se"The third and last game of theKanries with the lola team of the
sas state league was won by Parsons
Duaty
with a score of ! to 0.
ball,
R.ioades" pitched phenomenal
striking out ten inm and a loln8
cononly two hits, ihis was his third
game. He has in
secutive shut-outhree games struck out 37 men and
allowed only 12 h.ts. Aside from
pitching a grand game, he fields his
position thoroughly, Is a good batter,
and the fastest base runner in the
Kansas state league."

rs

the WeMern Union
TELEPHONE
for an
send your ad with the caab to The Citizen
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WE

1906.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
President; W. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier; V.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

SOLOMON

m

LUNA,

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHION, TOPEKA

& 8ANTA

FE

RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
AUBUQUKRQTJE,

N. M.

six-roo-

y

and Towne;
ttonding.

appellee,

appeared for the plaintiff
.J5e
W. U. Childers lor. tne ueteniiani.

Spencer;

Winter and Armbruster
Batteries:
Orth and Kleinow.
Western League.
'
'
At IX's Moines

The territorial supreme court commenced its special session yesterday
at the capitol pursuant to adjournment last January. Court will likely
lie In session during the remainder
of the week. There are twenty-on- e
cases on the docket to be heard and
half a dozen decisions in cases already
argued will probably le handed down.
Those present were Chief Justice
William J. Mills, Associate Justices
John It. McFie, Frank W. Parker. William II. Pope. Edward A. Maun and
Ira A. Abbott. J. D. Sena, clerk of
the court, was at his post. United
States Marshal C. M. Foraker was
represented l.y his deputy, J. H. Cooper. The territory was represented by
Attorney General W. C. Held.
The following business was tranJ. P. ConUlin was appointed
sacted:
were

and

r
IKtroit
6 11 1
Cleveland
Siever, Euhanks and
Batteries:
Schmidt; Kels and Benin..
It. H.E.
At Washington
0 3 0
Washington
2
11
Philadelphia.
Hughes and Wakefield.
Batteries:
Blank and Powers.
s. ILK.
At New York-H- ost

6EVERAL CASES OF LOCAL NOTE
BROUGHT UP SOME ARGUED AND SUBMITTED
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VERY COMPLETE

A
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upon It,
wt ive net fulled brfer, that your
not tnrown away. Wt havo alto rented hundreds of houe
well
by Qir want dm,
xl d nearly everything wo have adver-tUtthrough them.
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Wlhite and Sullivan.
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BANK INSTITUTIONS

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so, we can secure ft for yoo by gmal?
want ad. in Ths Evening Citizen. It only costs
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EVENING CITIZEN.

B. A. SLEYSTER

-

FOR SALE..
G00J uiiving horse

WRIGHT POND FALLS TO
.

DEATH

IN

ROSWLL.

l
Wright Pond, well known In
sporting circles, t'eil to his death
from the Van Stan hotel. He struck
on the cement wain and his
hea
skull was crushed. He was discovered Tuesday morning unconscious,
and died a half hour after being removed to St. Clary's hospital.
Pcud had been drinking heavily. He
was an educated man about 40 years
of age and led a dissipated, gambling
life. He is said to have come from
an
excellent family lu Houston,
Texas.
Ros-wel-

LESS AT ROSWELL.
After July 1 the Horseshoe saloon
will be a matter of history and Ros-we- ll
will have one saloon less, leaving
only six, says the Record. John B.
Kipling, the proprietor of the Horse
shoe has' disposed of his fixtures and
they will be shipped out. The stock
on hand will be sold here before the
first of the coming month. Mr. Kip
ling v.ill remain in Roswell and will
engage in the confectionery business.
It is his intension to have one of the
swellest establishments of this character in New Mexico.

ONE SALOON

APPOINTMENTS OF

INDIAN AGENCY FARMERS.

Freeman A. Taber, farmer at the
Santa Clara Indian reservation, has
liecn promoted and transferred to the
at the
ivavajj. Indian reservation,
Shiprock Indian schoo.. as farmer.
The vacancy has been tilled by the
appointment of Saniuvl Stewart
of Santa Fe, who has been
appointed farmer at the Santa Clara
Indian reservation and has entered
upon t'te discharge of his duties. His
headquarters will be in the Santa
Clara canyon, wber. he will have special charge of the agricultural lands
of the pueblo.
SHOT
ACCIDENTALLY
WHEN ON HORSEBACK.
Ramon Vasquez, a tailor employed
l:thlng department or the
In
t'.ie
Cnpp: r Queen store, Douglas, Ariz..
is laid up at the !uglas house on
Eighth street with a painful gun shot
wound through his right leg, says the

American.
out prospect ins
the mountains east of the city, accompanied by another employe of the
store. While going through the gap
near Nigger Head t'he Inrse ridden by
Vasquez shied and threw 1..111. Ashe
fell, his
became dislodged
his pocket
from
and si ruck I he
ground, exj lodlng as it fell. The bullet penetrated the man's leg. making
Mis companion brought
a bad wound.
li 111 to Douglas
where he received
He was reported
medical attention.
worso in the afternoon, but no serious
results are feared,
International
Vasquez.

went

f

COURT

FOR SALE
buggy.
Inquire

avenue.

F07i5AXE

Cream
(Strihxd)

You gel a pure, uie mik by diluting
h
s
CainaboD drain
water.
Ilterc'a no posubilty ni bactciia or
genm getting mo the Klrd cans on the
grovei's shoves
II you wouid utirsuwd your hearth,
insist that yoo mutt have Carnation
Cream.

702

A TiveTiorstT"

ATTORN
Office Crcm
and
West Coal well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
DENTISTS.
ne,
soTine-engiDR. J. E. KRAFT,

FUK SALE- -

double-ba-

hrat-elus-

r

shotgun; bran new
reled,
never has been used; one of th
best makes. Call at The Citizen ot
flee for particulars.
FOR SALE OR KEXTSeven room
house,
new
and modern; South
Broadway; three blocks from street
cars. W. H. McMillion, real estate
broker, ill West Gold avenue.
frame house,
FOR SALE Five-roowith orchard, two acres of ground;
one block from Twelfth street car
line; in coming residence portion
of the Lowlands. Good investment.
909 North Eleventh Btreet.
house,
FOR SALE A seven-roonewly painted, all modern conveniences, with six lots, trees and
shrubbery, A snap to any one look-in- s
for a home. J. M Wilkinson,
Wool Scouring mills.
FOR SALE One Buffalo scale, 1 marble counter, 1 ice box. capacity, one
enton, 1 Ice machine,
1
gine,
boiler, 2
steam water pumps. 1 Buffalo meat
chopper. 1 bone grinder, 1 sausage
sniffer, racks and hooks, at Tony

DR. R. U. HUST,
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Office,
Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given each day
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurso
In attendance.
Both 'phones.
6--

High-Frequen- cy

Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
OccuIIst and Aurlst for Santa Fe coatv
Office,
lines.
3134 West Railroad
avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to S

m

and timber ranch;
about 7o0 acres fenced; 30 head of
cattle, 3 horses; wagons, tools and
Two
farming implements.
houses, barn, and largo corral. Only
two miles from railroad. Adjoining
Plenty ot
government reservation.
water. Price. $4,500. Easy terms.
N. Poach & Co., real estate dealers,
212 West (Jold avenue.
FOR SALE Two sets 01 snelvlng.
ninety feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
counter.
counters; one thirty-foo- t
Call at F. F. Trotter's.
Deadly Seroent Bites
Are as common in India as are stomach and liver disorders with us. For
the latter, however, there is a sure
remedy: Electric Bitters, the great
restorative medicine, of which S. A.
Brown, of Bennettsville, S. C, says:
They restored my wife to perfect
after year or suffering with
dyspepsia and a chronically torpid
liver.'' Electric
bitters cure chills
and fi ver, malaria, bllllousncss, lame
back. ;idney troubles and bladded
guarantee by al
on
orders
- 'p.
dnis-.T'rlce 50c.

J.

Thos. K. D. Mfddlson,
Office with W. B. Childers, 117
Gold avenue.

Wst

150,0OO.

IS WELCOME

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

We want your banking business, whether your account be large
or small, and offer in return for same every attention and business
courtesy, the account will warrant.
We take every precaution to
cuard the interests or our depositors. Our bank is equipped with
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
to its care receives the PERSONAL- attention of one of its officers.
-

DIRECTORS.
FARR.

O. N. MARRON'.
WM.
E. A. MIERA.

.1. A.

8
WEINMAN.

I. A. DYE.

F. II. STRONG.
D. H. CARNS.
JAY A. HUBBS.
J. B. HERNDON.

OOOOOOOCCX000OOCOX3CXOXX
OOO-OOrVOOOOO--OOOO-

"OLD RBLIABLE"

ESTABLISHED 1I7

B.

S

PUTNEY

0

s

WHOLESALE GROCER
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock
In the Southwest.

s

of Staple

s
s

Orocerle

s

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

ooooooooooooooooo
T

TAKING IT EASY.
There's no difficulty with plumbing
when once it's properly attended to.
our material, facilities and skilled
workmen all combine to make a bath
room jutfltted iy us a constant source
of cleanliness, nealth and pleasure.
Quotations on haih tubs and other
frroly and diet rfu.iy given.
We carry the finest line of Gardeu
IKje in the city.

Office, 424 North Second street.
Ph.ines Auto., 311; Colo., Black 35.
Residence 'phone. Auto., 747.
BEAUTY CULTUHE.
Mrs. M. Helena Leonard.
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
Late of New York City.
The latest scientific appliances and
up to date methods for treatins the
face, hair and scalp, complexion
steaming and bleaching, manicuring
and shampooing.
Electrolytic Automatic Water Massage; Electric
Hair Dryer; Radio Bell, one of the latest scientific discoveries in the treatment of
the skin by colored light rays and
heat.

0

ALBUQUER UI, N. M.

RA1LI DAD AVENUE

VETERNINARIAN.

'

:

x"

Standard

Plumbing & Heating

Auto phone, 671.

Co.

Colo., Red 284.

te

L oo

Hie undersigned has opened a
saloon, name of which is the
'Monte Carlo," at 115 W. Railroad avenue, and invites the public to call
and see him. The saloon will be con-dis
order, and the
ted in
'est of treatment accorded patrons.
A tine free lunch will be served
L. YNDA.
Saturday night.

Auto 'phone 726.

HAIR WORK.
Switches, puffs, etc., made to order from combings. Call Monday
Mrs. II. E.
and Tuesday
7 South Broadway.
Rutherford,

s

J.

C.

BALT3RIDGE

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT
Covers more, looks best, wears
longest, most economlacl, full
measure.

Always in
PAPER
Plaster, Lime, Cement,
stock.
Paiut, Glass, Sash Doors, Etc.

BHERM

BUILDING

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW

MEXICO.

1

first-clas-

TAKE

ev-tr-

A PLUNGE
'n the

SWIMMING

o

POOL.

Open Daily,
504 North First Street.
Unknown Friends.
')'!.' io are many people who have
10 a. m. to 10 p. m.
Colic. Cholera
umiI Chamberlain's
and liiarrhoea Remedy with splendli
r lmt who are unknown becaus
th. y havo In sitated about giving a
LUNGS
and CURE
ti Mnnnial of their experience
fo
publvation. These people, however
:
WITH
ti n
friends ot thij rnv
the
l. Tlu-- have done much bytowarn
their
n.a:ti4 it a household word
recommendations to friends:
lrs.iiial
,,,, ,,,.is),iR)rs. jt i3 a good uiedli ine
If you kuew the varan of ChamberIain's Salve, you would never wish to;,,, ,liVt ,n ,ho ome and Is widely
Pries
fONSUMPTION
be without it. Here aro some of the k,,wi1 for Its cr,.s ()f diarrhoea an
80c $1.00
OUGHS and
diseases for which it Is especially val- - ; ;,.ms f bowel trouble. Kor tale
Fret Trial.
OLDS
liable: sore nipples, chapped hands,
(in,,,g8.s
2
o
bums, frost biles, chilblains, chronic
Bureat and Uuickeat Curo for all
Ste the picnic baskets in the Mcln-ansore eyts, itching piles, salt rheum
THROAT and LUNG TROUB
eczema. Price ."ic per box. Furitcsh
Hardware company's display
LES, or MONEY BACK.
lindovv.
sale by all druggists.
s

.w.r....W,00

AT THE

Dr. F. L. Schneider.

CARLO
Crat-clas-

f;5!?i-- :'

Farwell,

Room 23. N. T. Armijo Building.
NOTARY PUBLIC.

dls-Sol- d

MONTE

R.

J

Flour, Grain and Provisions

F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
ford, rooms 46 47. Barnett building
Albuquerque. N. M. Both 'phonss.
CIVIL ENGINEER.

FORlSALE-Sioc- k

FROM SANTA FE

Black

DEPOSITORY.

YOUR ACCOUNT

UNDERTAKER.
Commercial Club Building.
and white hearse, S5.
ARCHITECTS.

.... Director

0OXXO0CXOX30OX0O0OO0CXO0O0

L.

Colo. Red 115.
Auto, 'phone 316.
A. BORDERS,

Cashier

AMUHant Cashier

Depository for Atchison, Topeka A Bants Fe Railway Company

p. in- -

T.wn.

Old

SHADRACH,

OH. W.

.

Authorised CpHl
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profit

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over X
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mall.
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. S.
Office
No. 308 Railroad avenue.
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
pointments made by mall.
PHYSICIANS.

KILL the COUCH
thc

--

Dr. King's
Now Discovery

k-s-

J

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

, ;

d

For making Puddings, Charlotte Rum or anjr
dessert, CaroasHMi Craarrs M sMssisrpaasasL

V.

E. W. Oobson.

all complete. J. F. Palmer,
3'M North First street.
FOR SALE A handsome iiardman
piano. In flee condition and almost
For particuLew, at a bargain.
lars, call at this office.
FOR SALE Tent house, 12xHi, with
fly; six foot walls, frame, and floor.
Furnished complete. 117 Uold avenue. Bovradaile & Co.

MATTERS

The Santa Fe Progress Ac Improve
ment company has brought suit in the
district court for Saul a Fe county
against Otto L. Riee of Albuquerque,
asking damages to the extent of seventy dollars, which amount the plaintiff alleges is due It for rent on a
house occupied by the defendant, says
the New Mexican.
Asking damages in the sum of
.lohn II. Sargent has brought suit
titin
district court for Rio Arriba
county against the New Mexico Irrigated Lands company. The suit is
broimht to recover for wares and merchandise sold by he plaintiff to the
defendant. A similar suit Is brought
by John II. Sargent against .1. II. KelLumlVr &
logg and the North
Commercial company, in which be
for $."ioii damages.

at

President
Tkse PresVdent

...

I

$1.-t'o- u.

Carnation

Offlesva sad Directot.
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDO
M. VJ. FLOURNOT .............. ..........
FRANK McKKB
R. A. FROST
H. P. RAYNOsLiDB

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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"STARTLING
VIEWS OF A

3

FRENCHMAN
"

Looks For Revolution in
Russia and Also in

'

United States.
BETTER

French Grape Growers Prevent Hail Storms By
Firing Cannon.
S;:i cial Correspondence.

50-fo- ot

30 DAYS
lists of tlie International police and
those who aie not.
The former may be termed the offi
cial anarchists, who rarely do nny
harm and who pass their time In he- ing arrested and released, and making
a certain amount of political publicity
out of the operation. The latter class
are the Individual anarchists
who
have no accomplices, and who act on
their own account, a sort of free lances, as It were, of assassination, and
who
who are Isolatul anarchists
throw bombs and stab heads of state.
Method of Grape Grower..
The grape growers of France have
finally solved the problem of breaking
up threatened hail storms by the use
of cannon.
For the past score of
years scientists have been trying to
find a practical method of dissipating
rain and hail clouds, and Consul John
C. Covert, at Lyons, sends an account
of the manner in which the vineyards
there are protected.
The most popular cannon in us in
the wine growing district
requires
about four and one-haounces of
powder for a charge. The cannon are
placed about 1500 feet apart. Each
one will cover sixty acres of land. A
park of 150 cannon is necessary to
protect a vlnyard against a local or a
general storm. The work of the first
two rows of cannons soon dislocates
a storm, and the succeeding cannon
prevent the reforming of the clouds.
Since the cannon have been In use
in France the conviction of their absolute efficiency has steadily grown
anmong the wine growers who have
used them. New societies for their
use are being constantly organized
and the most intelligent among the
farmers of France have not the slightest doubt of their power to protect
them against the dreaded enemy to
their crops.
In some parts of France an effort
has been made to introduce the uso of
bombs, which are thrown high in the
air ami are intended to explode
among the clouds. The only obstacle
to the success of this plan Is the difficulty to measure the exact distance
of the clouds from the earth and to
have the bombs explode in the right
place. In the use of the cannon the
wreath of smoke starts upward from
the mouth of the gun and moves with
great force until It reaches the cloud,
which it dislocates or breaks into
shreds, and prevents the formation of
hail.

University Heights Improvement Co.,

All

A

9 South Second

Twos? ty-S$-jz

Street

th Annual

MEW MEXICO

III

..

JIM

ADR

1

A LBUQUERQUE
September

1

7th to 22nd,

three-fourth-

2:18 Pace Surburg's Grain Plug Cut To- bacco Stake, $1,000.00.
2:20 Trot Carnation Cream Stake, $1,000.00.
2:13 Pace Moet 4. Chandon'a White Seal
Champagne Stake, $1,000.00.
2:09 Pace Mitchell Wagon Stake, $1,000.00.
$1,500.00 for Base Ball.
$1,000.00 Fruit and Vegetable Exhibits.
Relay Races.
Ladies' Half-Mil- e
Race.

i

ipt

Stef-ausse-

fol-Jo- w

.

Most Anything

1

do-no-

,

1

sap-hea-

t

e.

Maneuvers by United States Troops,
Baby Show.

Jersey Stock Show.
Poultry Exhibit.

Trade, D,ip,ay'

Flower Parade
Montezuma Ball.

carnival attractions, with 20 show
streets carnival alt the time.

on

the

SOMETHING DOING ALL THE T!ME.

gSjTI
IjBIall

ti

yp

906.

Territorial Fairs for quarter of a century,
but nothing like this.

NEW PARTY OF NORTH POLE HUNTERS

f

1

10,000 in Purses for Horse Races

a

'(

1

IN TOMS RIVER AND SHOOK
UP CITY
MUCK RACKERS GOT BUS
BEEN GETTING FAT AT PUBLIC EXPENSE.
DADS WHO HA

lf

'At

1

GRAFT EVEN IN PEANUT TOWNS

Pnrls, June
is about Russia. The IVmma is exciting great interest. At a recent dinner,
minister said:
an
"The performances of the Doumn
are the first things I read about In
lhe morning. They remind mesomuen
of the Etats Oeneraux which took
place in France In 1789, just before
the revolution. We were in almost
the same state then as Russia in now.
Just as at the Doumii there were representatives of all classes of the pop
ulation: men who could not read or
1
4k
Al r ltir!P m T
i . Ia
write were there, those whose Ions
I I B m. ft a.
suffering hnd made them eager for
a
better times, and men like Mirabeau,
it iI ., iI
t ' J f
is
who swaved the assembly with their
f
i.
.
V
eloquence, as the high waves sway in
f ' f i'
a storm. Even the two potentates
are alike in weakness and vacillation
"Who can tell whether there will be
a revolution or not? If there is one..
it will not be as long as ours, but
rjnirTi i
more deadly: there will be more peo
ple killed in quicker time. What made
ours seem Bo cruel was the various
governments which took so long a
time to give the prisoners the ghost
of a chance of a trial. It was cruelly
MAIN STREET IN" TOMS RIVER.
long drawn cut. The Russians cannot
Sptcial Correspondence:
A former official kept $50,000 of the
have various republican governments,
Toms River, N. J., June 27. Muck county funds and loaned them back to
sufficiently
country
not
civilized
is
the
rakers have been stirring graft in a the county at a high rate of Interest.
for that, and the Mirabeau Is yet to
tea cup in this little town. FollowA former sheriff collected $350 in
appearance.
The trouble
make his
ing their investigation seventeen of- fines and made no accounting.
with Russia is that the aristrocracy is
ficials, among them highly respected
The freeholders were allowed to
underhanded; the Czar and grand
citizens, have been indicted for loot- spend
s
of 1 per cent cf
dukes will promise and even sign their
ing county funds, the charges rangassessed valuation for county pur- names to do many things which they
ing from perjury to the illegal ac- the
poses. This amounted to $33,000.
have no intention of doing and the
ceptance of money.
.general massacre may occur some
Of the Board of Freeholders, ten They raised $loti,oun i,y Issuing notes
time after the meeting of the IXuinia
are under indictment, including the and spent $125,o0 In one year.
"If Russian power ever gets into
One freeholder sold the county
ilirector cf the board, and another.
the hands of the middle class, as it is
Jos. It. Cox, Jr. Three former free- lumber from an estate lor fU per cent
in France and America, the middle
holders are in the same net. One is more than was paid for the ctate.
class will have its time until it be
nr. R. L. Disbrow, a wealthy man of
Supposed to meet about iwlce a
comes so corrupt that, events will
this town. Other officials are Indicted month and ta receive $2 per day for
bring about its downfall. The French
and still otners who have confessed attendance, some of the freeholders
middle class, the bourgeoisie, is fast
to the misappropriation of funds have are charged with collecting as high
.getting corrupted; each one in power
been saved by the statute of limita- as
days' pay in one montn.
is trying to pull the cover over to his
tions.
A Bteel btddge that cost $300 was
side; but this state of affairs will not
The investigation has shown that sold to the county for $12,000.
last as long as monarchical tyranny,
grafting has been rampant here for
Six of the indicted men are church
because the proletariat is now edu
many years. Starting with a balance deacons, one a postmaster and an-- '
cated, reads the papers and the la
f $40.(ioo in the baniv, the freeholders other a highly resepcted
merchant,
borers' question will be solved more
have red in i d it until the county owes Politics has not figured in the lnves-quickly than that of the bourgeoisie.
$75,000. Among the startling discov- tlgatlon, as the grafters belong to
'I think it will not take a long time
eries ore:
lioth of tue big parties.
for agitators to get the better of the
trusts in America. A terrible revolu
tion may take place there at the samt
time it does In Russia; fighting at
'both ends of the world: and then a
It Is one of the smallesl parties yet with her capacity of provisions. T4ic
great change is bound to come, and Special Correspondence.
Victoria, li. C, June 2.S. For the to set out and 'has, without doubt, the party will go to the north of Ueauford
the world will have peace."
hrst time in the history of Arctic ex-- ; youngest personnel. The oldest mem-- ' sea and put in at Prince Albert, w here
Poor Housing for Poor.
ploration, a. vessel bearing the ensign her is only 31 and all his juniors are a dash across the ice will be made in
Paris remains, in respect to hous of Canada has set sail toward the far under 20. Captain Mikkelson him- - search oi a gnat land that the
ing of her poor, far behind New York
in t'.ie interests
science. '1 ue self, is oniy 20. Among his juniors enlists think stretches southward into
Here the great
London or Berlin.
obstacle has been the practical impos
sibility of making u building to be let
out at low rentals anything like a
sound financial undertaking, In view
of the enormous ground rents which
the owners would be called on to pay.
5
The French senate has now passed
a cheap building act which will
greatly facilitate improvement.
The
new law exempts cheap buildings or
workmen, such as come within the
scope of the act from two of the
heaviest taxes, namely that of ground
rent and that on doors and windows,
the exemption to be for a periad of,
twelve years. lo protlt by this ex
emption, the highest rent of such
dwellings must nut exceed $110, or, if
the dwellings be In the form of
separate house, $131'. Thus iu the near
future building societies will have no
uiflieulty in raising fluids for the purpose of putting up such buildings.
Six years ago the Rothschild family
decided to lay out one million dollars
cheap, healthful
toward building
homes for workinguien and their
families. So far nothing has been ac
tually accomplished in erecting these
model houses, which iu accordance
SOME MEMBERS OF THE DUTCHES OF BEDFORD POLAR EXPEDITION.
with the desire of the late Baron
Sitting from left to right: Egnar Ditterson of Denmark, artist and zoologist; Ernest de K. Leffingwell, B.
Alphonse de Rothschild, were to have A.,
of Chicago University, geologist; Captain Mikkleson, of Copenhagen, leader of party; Dr. Howe, of Harvard
broad balconies anil special accomnioi
University, physician; Dr. Parker, second mate.
Standing in rear: J. Theurson, of Denmark, explorer; E. Eddation for children. A novel feature
wards, first mate, who will jring the schooner home.
was to be provided by the stairways
having two hand rails, one at the
proper height for adults and the other "Duche.-- s of Redford," flying the flag are Ernest de K. I.cttingweU, gei.lo these waters from tae nor 'h pole. The
fifteen inches lower down, at a suita- of tne dominion from her mainmast, gist, Chicago university; Edjnar !et boat will ret urn to Victoria and g-baek in the early winter with a new
ble height to be grasped by children. and the stars and stripes from her re- Itvson, zoologist and artist; v.
Philanthropic societies were to
maining spar, cleared this port rethologis., and George How- unl fit to pick up the explorers.
Among the distin 'Dished v'opl('
the example set by the Rothschild cently, wiih an odd company of sci- ell, M. I., surgeon and zoologist. Sev
family, and in theory these "houses of entists on board.
eral of the 1'arty, among these a who are interested in lhe expedition
Through the veins of lhe skipper strapping Iane named Theurson, was and who have contributed, are the
the children" to spring up like mushrooms all over the city. A visit lo and most of his nu n (low the adven- north with Captain Mikkelson and Duchess of Bedford. Lord Strathcoha,
each of the twenty arroinlissements, turous Moot! mf the old Vikings, hut l.elllngwell on the expedition of the Karon Rothschild, and the Royal (le
or wards, of Paris,
nevertheless, Americans and French are also rep- Baldwin.
ographieal society and the Canadian
.shows that almost nothing has been resented.
Tne mr din.il supplies
The expedition is remarkThe DiicIhrs f Red ford is a remod- Kl vernmtmt.
It Is expected, how- able in a number of different ways. eled pealing schooner. She is slowed were donated by a Imdon company.
accomplished.
ever, that during next month work
will begin.
A resident of one of the handsome
fore the Interstate Commerce Com- I saw the papers over at the court
modern cities of the United States
mission. Always thought the Standard bouse."
"Oh, he may have made an assignfelt that way about it.
could hardly imagine the penury and
ment, hut I II bet it wasn't fo.-- 'he
squalor of some few corners of I'aris,
"Where are you going to spend the benefit of his creditors."
in which a population of poor rag pickFormer Senator Burton inw claims
ers, for instance, are housed. These h is a poor
man. Aw. put "Ini in Fourth of July this year?''
Many ills come from impure blood.
"In some place where I won't be In
slums are usually blind alleys, which jail.
Can't have pure blood with faulty di
any danger in
ndon."
are sometimes enclosed behind an iron
gesiion. lazy liver aid sluggish low-eds- .
gateway a relic of the times when
One of Mark Twain's relatives was
Hurdock Wood Hit ters st rengt
A cousin of Russi II Sage .lied iu
precautionary measure against street married the third time the oilier day.
s'omach, bowels and liver, and
riots.
Cheerfulness must run in the family. the Toledo almshouse. lSome folks purifies
the blood.
may think Russell should ave helped
One such stands not fur from the
him. but really he was just as well
Eastern railway station and rejoices
Vice
President
Grammar,
StandCOL. GREENE ADOS
the
,as is his millionaire relative.
.in the name of the "Golden City." it ard Oil's
Shore
seems to off
$250 TO DONATION
consists of a collection of ramshackle have been strong on friend,
Col. W. C liteene has raised his
mathematics.
t
buildings standing amid rubbish heaps
An immigrant with $:tu.iiini was piv- lop
drilling
prizes no be
for the
'
and unpaved footways, innocent of
Alex Herkman and Emma Goldman
Dong
as. Arizona, on July 3
,""""",7.. hey II be holding be d at
any drainage system, and inhabited have agreed that their marriage shall Island inspectors.
lhls u '!lt latest develop
i
v..r 4 a"'1 '
by some of the very poorest of the rag be for two years. That's a long time i,.,ii,.o,i,... ,.-.,- i,
Douglas
meiit iu the
celebration that
pickers' guild. In these tumbledown
when they brn the particulars.
be tied to either one of them.
is to consume three days and which
shanties with their walls of mud and 'o
.
will in. interspersed
with drilling,
"I don't tnink much of that
plaster, the rent of a single room is
A Treat on the House.
hose races. fo;t races, base ball anil
Smithy." growled the father.
fcixtv cents a week.
'
a
I'u
' Why. daddy dear, lie's no saphead.
supply of go d music.
C. I.. Ober is treating his resid, uce
io a Irish coat of paint. Chagrin retorted his daughter.
Movement Against Anarchists.
"He's lie of
Itching,
torturing
sl.ln eruptiuns,
Since lhe attempted assination of, Falls l() ) Exponent.
the coming young men."
anno), drive one wild. lKan's
Coming
King Alfonso on his wedding day
"Yes, I've noticed that.
Ointment brings quick relief and last
The Standard Oil company's Ohio about seven nights a wek."
great attention has been devoted to
mg cures.
Fifty cents at any drug
the feasibility of International police a'torney has come to Ilryan.
That
"Cliugcinsiion has made an assign- store.
action against anarchists. M. I.epine. llryan boom Isn't having a thing done
prefect of police, says that ire dif- to it, is it?
ment for the benefit of hi creditors.
Wanted, a
bowling team,
ficulties of efficacious action are in- "That's nching more than a rumo". beat the Affidavit!, at the West Bowl-to
".Virt
noticing,"
are
says
I
worth
the,
there
by
that
bow
reports
s.udi
fact
ge'
the
don't see
'eased
ing Alleys.
explaining! started. '
classes of anarchists all over the Standard Oil attorneys,
urld those who are inscribe ! cn the why they will bring no witmsses be- Try a Citizen Want ad.
a
rumor.
not
It's the trmi.
"It's
28.

'

the talk in Paris

Lot. $5 down, $5 a month. No Interest
$25 to $150 per
Now is the time to invest before there is any change in price or terms

SOLD IN

HOUSES FOR POOR

NT

MSB

LOTS

14--

l
1

--
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"

Reduced Rates
on all Railroads

'w,

ZL

"

STATEHOOD DELEGATES

Santa

TO BE APPOINTED

Fe Central Railway System

SUNSHINE

TOMORROW

ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
ervlce. Steamship ticket to all part
01 too World
Connections at Torrance. N M., with the El Paso
and Chicago, Rock Island A Pacific Railways. At
Fe. N. M, with the Atchison. Topeka & Santa F. tZlmtr At
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers
and freight.
w.ySev?adTyo0rUrranfcrMU tb Chte

Fast passenger and freight
AT A MEETING TO BE HELD AT
SANTA FE, CALL BEING ISSUED BY THE GOV-

buM.uliuS.
iu!!

ERNOR.

Your business respectfullj solicited.
Governor Ilagerman yesterday made
W. If. ANDREWS,
g. B. Jn,MSHAW,
the first move towards uniting the
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
to Pres. and Gen Mgr
Asst.
territories of New .Mexico and AriFRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas
0
zona into one Ha'c, wnen he issutd a
J' PkytG;
A. L. GRIMSHAW,
call to Chief Justice W. J. Mills and
and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt and Past Agt. 0
Secretary J. W. Raynolds, to meet
GENERAL OFFICES
SANTA FE, N. M.
,'!
with him at
o'clock tomorrow, (Fri8
day) afternoon, to arrange for the;
apporti nmeiit of delegates
to be
electeil by the constitutional conven-- i
FOREST FIRES RAGE
i
Proposals for Wood and Hay. Alt
ii
IN THE CHIRICAHUAS. buquerque,
New Mexico. June 23.
Sends But Letters.
Fires
raging in the Chlricahua ltC. Sealed proposals, plainly markle'ters were sent by the governor
mountains in the government forest ed on the outside of the eaveiope.
to .Mr. niiynobls and Justice .Mills.
A: ine meeting Friday the vole of reserve south or Rodeo, are reported "Proposals for Wood or Hay," as the
case may be, and addressed to the
dele-galHie territory for congressional
to have assumed large dimensions and
unueiBigiieu
ui Albuquerque. New
at the last general election will to
gotten beyond control of Su- Mexico, will be received
have
at the Inbe canvassed, and the apportionment
of delegates will be all..tied by coun- pervisor McOlone, says the Douglas dian school until 2 o'clock p. m. of
International American. Mr. Mcfilone Juiy lo, lttOfi, for furnishing and deties according to this vote.
livering at the school as required
The task of apfionioning lhe dele- wired to Iiishee for aid, and Superinduring the fiscal year ending June
gates h difficult, and it is unlikely tendent Sherman, of the Copper Queen 30,
1U07, about 75 cords of wood and
Mining company, at once dispatched
thai tin- three otlicials will finish ihe twenty-fivMexican laborers to the "0 tons of hay, as per specifications
work a' one meeting.
is made scene of the fire. They are in charge obtainable at tho scnool. Bidders w...
After the apioriionmciit
I). B. Kelly, and left on the 5:45 state the price of the wood and liay
ii will be lhe duty of the governor of
to be offered under contract.
The
in isMic a proclamation calling for the train for .1 Paso.
Reports from the sceno of tin fire supplies so offered will be suuject to
of the delegates.
electi
The procrigid
inspection.
meager,
are
but
The
right
Is
it
is
f.ia:
assumed
reserved
lamation will be issued some time next
message Indicates a devastat- to reject any and all bids and any
moir.ii.
part of any bid It deemed for the best
ing
fire,
which
proved
has
too
much
Section of Law.
Interests of the service. Baoh bid
for him and tne settlers In thai
The ncction of law authorizing the
must be accompanied by a certified
governor to arrange for the apportionJ. K. Thompson, wno recently went check or draft on some united Sates
ment of the delegates Is as follows:
to some expense
prepare
camp depository or solvent national bank
"Thai at the general election to be in the region whereto the fire Isa reportin the vicinity
the residence of
hi hi
the sixth day of November, ed to be raging, left for the scene of th bidder, madeof payable
to the ori.ti't;. all the electors of paid terri the conflagration
der of tho Commissioner of Indian
last evening.
tories, respectively, qualified to vote;
Affairs, for at least 5 per cent of the
lection, are hereby authoriat Mich
amount of the proposal, which check
An Alarming Sltuatio
vote
delegates
choose
to
for
and
zed
Frequently results from neglect of or draft shall be forftaied o the Unitlo form a convention for said terri-- l clogged bowels end torpid liver, until ed States in case any bidder receivmention'
The
c
aforesaid
lories.
constipation oecomes chronic. This ing an award thai! fall to execute
shall consist of Iu delegates, tlti of condition Is unknown to those who promptly a satisfactory contract In
delegates
be
snail
which
elected
use Dr. King's New Life Pills, the accordance with ills bid, otherwise,
convention by the people of the best and gentlest regulators of Stom- to be returned to bidder. For
r
New
44
Mexico
by: ach and Bowels. Guaranteed 'jy all
territory of
and
Information, apply 10 the Superpeople
territory
of the
of Arizona, druggists, price 25c.
the
intendent of U. S. Indian school.
ami the governors, chief justices and
o
New iexlco.
ea
territories,
h
of said
secretaries of
The firm selling such goods as the
o
;
dele-respectively, shall apportion the
genuine Chlckerlng, Everett, Kim-ba.WILL REMOVE TO 602 604 8.
gates to be thus elected from their
pianos and others, need not boast FIRST STREET. JULY 1. WITH THE
as nearly as' of their square dealings; their oods LARGEST SOCK OF HAY, GRAIN
repective territories,
among
may be, equitably
tho several! speak for themselves. The most se- AND POULRY SUPPLIES IN THE
counties there f in accordance with: lect and latest line of Edison and CITY.
E. W. FEE.
the voting population, as tduwn by Victor talking machines and records
congress
in the southwest.
Open evenings.
A Citizen want ad is a good
the vote cast for delegate to
TUB WHITSON MUSIC CO.
in the lop.-ctivterritories in 1S04."'
vesuuent.
f
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e
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"The brand of booze sol In AlbuOn the opening day of the Kansas City convention querque must be the real stuff that
mnkes people see tilings," said the
of limn a woman vaudeville and light opera singer was I lose 0'vs(ter to the Scribe this
On the morning.
A genius for coining foreeful epigrams has Riven Invited to sing Ihe "Star Spangled Banner."
the cause of the remark
Senator Bailey :f Texas much distinction ami power; following day a piaster of Paris bust of Mr. Bryan was theinquiring
Scribe was enlightened by the
doiil'le-edge- d
berth
cuts
tool,
a
like
Is
gilt
that,
a
It
but
unveiled with much ceremony. One of the stop-ga- p
C. O. a follows:
ways, and while dangerous to Its possessor may easily speakers who
"Well, It seems that everybody who
while
time
was
the
convention
killed
nny
other
)e as disastrous to good as to evil. Almost
was out in the 'wee tma' hours' this
awaiting
report
was
on
committee
resolutions
",
the
of
Ihe
morning was seeing meteors, sky
man might have criticised Preldent Roosevelt's expedl-hi his peroration he referred to Mr. rockets, streaks of smoke, black
Kure of $100,000 more than any of his predecessors in of- - Webster Davis,
'milky tsay.' etc., iti great abundflee and caused no excitement. But when Senator Bailey Bryan as that "peerless statesman, William .1.
ance.'
declared that "Roosevelt has cost more and Is worth less
d
The
hurrah in l lie convention hall
"One man said he saw five streaks
than any other president we have ever had," he aroused
o'clock this morning. The
by a Mrs. about
led
Bryan
was
nominated
had
been
after
very
something
forresay
Seeking
to
protest.
a storm of
middle
he described as being
streak
delegate
woman
Cohen,
very
a
from Utah.
foolish.
ful. Senator Bailey said something
a mile wide, dense black, and
about
More has been accomplished during Roosevelt's t rm
bordered on each side by two smaller
even In the last year to bring the piratical trusts into
Mr. Bryan hits been a country lawyer, a reporter, an streaks, apparently about a half a
subjection to law than In the three decades since the editorial writer, a member of congress, an author, a lec- mile wide, and that the streaks of apInterstate commerce law was passed. Me has brought turer, a special writer for syndicates and again an editor. parent unnke were In a northwest-southeas- t,
direction.
about the railway rate bill, which will give us honesty In
"Another swore he saw a comet
freight shipping. He Is winning in packing house In As editorial writer and political correspondent of the shoot
through the sky leaving a trail
his salary was $30 a week. He of smoke
spection, which will put an end to unwholesome meat. Omaha World-Heral- d
behind It, while still anHe has practically destroyed the wholesale stealing of reported the republican national convention In St. Louis other says he saw a dozen stars and
western lands by syndicates anil saved millions of acres In ISflti and Interviewed Abe Slupsky. Mr. Bryan made sky rockets shoot through the heavens and disappear into the Rio
for settlers.
Tammany hall Fourth of July celebration Grande,
leaving streaks of dense,
Because of President Roosevelt there Is to be federal a speech at the
black smoke behind.
prosecution of the Standard Oil company. Because of In 1S95.
"About the only sensible remarks
him Ones aggregating $!M.mh have been imposed upon
Mr. Bryan's first long speech In congresn was on the unent the phenomenon last night that
five packing companies and two freisht brokers sent to
I have yet heard made was when a
law. Because of him tariff and it attracted considerable uttcntion at the time
jail, for violation of the
party stated that he saw several enflues amounting to $40,000 were imposed upon another A woman from the west who was in the house gallery gines In the Santa Fe yards emitting
railway and two of its officials for a like offense. Be- while Mr. Bryan wag speaking became enthusiastic over black smoke all at the same time,
cause of him and his sleepless zeal and unceasing activand later read of forest fires n'ging
ity the great corporations have been made at last to un- his eloquence and was constantly applauding. The in the Mirround'iig country but nnt.iy
derstand that they are not superior to law. but must Washington correspondent of a New York newspaper miles removed from this city.
"Another man admitted to mo (hat
conform to It or suffer heavy consequences.
mistook the woman for Mrs. Bryan, and in his account
The paper tmst has been destroyed. The fertilizer of the speech he wrote that the congressman's wife sat he saw these things, but lie also adthat Just before starting for
trust faces eighty indictments. The tobacco trust has In the gallery and applauded him with great enthusiasm. mitted
home he had indulged in numerous
of
two
and
court
bring
Into
books
compelled
1o
its
leen
'high-ball- s'
and a welsh rarebit.
its constituent companies have been Indicted. The drug .Mrs. Brvan was at her home In Lincoln. Neb., at the
"Whatever it was. though, people
trust has been enjoined. Directly back of every one of time, and when she heard of the newspaper story of her were certainly seeing things last
these moves against corporate greed and lawlessness was husband's speech and (he cheering woman in the gal- night."
President Roosevelt.
lery there was some business for the telegraph company,
"1 have observed," said the Close
Due allowance can be made for blunders, comproexplaining. Observer, evidently led to the subWilliam .1. had to do some hurry-u- p
and
mises and the like, and there still remains an immense
ject by the streaks of smoke that
balance of worth that can not lie discredited In the minds Wlien Bryan came to New York after his nominal ion were witnessed
last night, "that cigar
of
reporter
ISIMi
story
who
In
hail
the
people,
written
of the American
he met the
and cigarette smokers are often carethe cheering woman. Looking him over with an Icy less n bout where they throw their
stare, Mr. Bryan said: "Your face seems familiar. Hive stumps, which often results In disastrous fires.
of
newspapers
we met before "
"The energy being displayed by the
"As I was on my way home last
New Mexico in urging the people of that territory to vote
The late Roswell P. Flower was chairman of the
night," went on the C. ().', "I chanced
delegation to the Chicago convention of 1S90, and to see some of the effects of this
for Joint statehood makes It plain that there is a strong
opposition among the people against the proposition. The George B. McClellan was secretary and treasurer. John careless throwing around of lighted
Ktatehood bill may be ratified in New Mexico, but to C. Sheehnn was then acting leader of Tammany. The cigar stumps. A man who had crossbring about the result the newspapers there evidently re- entire delegation retired from the convention hull alter ed the viaduct over the Santa Fe
had dropped his cigar, and as
alize that strenuous effort Is necessary'
the platform had been adopted and the state was not tracks
the
viaduct
has quite an abundance of
The above remark, overflowing with astuteness and represented in the votes on the nomination of candidates burnable trash
that drifts onto it, it
logic, appears in the Bisbee Review. For the sake of ar- for president and
Of the :t.10 delegates was but a short time until a space
gument we will giant the contention of the Review and elected to that convention only 78 voted on the fifth bal two feet square was smouldering as
admit Its premises. By the same token, then, the Re- lot. That made 502 necessary to a choice. Bryan re- a result, ami had it not been for the
more prompt arrival of Charles Palmer,
view will surely agree that I lie energy being displayed ceived Hon votes on roll call, but seventy-eigh- t
local
by the newspapers of Arizona in opposition to Jointure voles were changed to him before the result was an employed at the Wells-Farg- o
office, who, seeing the viaduct smoulmakes it plain that there Is a strong sentiment among nounced, giving him more than the necessary
delegates from Pennsyl- dering, ,ran to his home near by and
of the sixty-fou- r
the people there In favor of the proposition. The state- Fifty-seve- n
a bucket of water with which
hood bill may be defeated la Arizona but to bring this vania joined the New York delegation in marching out of secured
he extinguished the flames,
viaabout the newspapers there evidently realize that stren- the hall after the adoption of the platform. The other duct might have also went theup in
uous efforts are necessary.
boilers were from various New England states.
smoke.
TheTreasoning of the Review, if sound In the former
"I have noticed that history's great.- Mr. Bryan went to the Chicago convention us a est conflagrations have started from
ase, must be so in the latter. As a matter of fact we
believe there is some truth in the suggestion that some member of a contesting delegation from Nebraska. They Just such causes, and cigar smokers
of the papers of Arizona are afraid the. people of their had almost no claim to regularity and it Is well known and cigarette fiends (should be more
or where they throw
their
territory may decide that a joint state, with bona fide that Mr. Bryan himself did not expect that his delega- caremi
lighted stumps, especially
a
this
representatives in congress and the most richly endowed tion would be seated. It is equally true that they would time
of the year, when everything is
schools of any state in the Union, would possibly not be not have been seated if the little clique of democratic dry and inflammable and 'cotton' fills
so loathsome a thing as a few of the hysterical news- United Stiites senators who thought they could control the air."
papers, such as the Dougla Dispatch, appear to believe. the convention had dreamed "that Bryan would be nominated for president. In the preliminary discussion
The Optic.
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
among the party leaders it was debated whether or not
they should abolish the
rule or seat enough
Spelter.
contesting free silver delegates to make the free silver
St. Liuis Mo., June
Spelter
Some of the papers of Arizona are so enraged over vote two thirds of the convention. The latter course was :..it2'i.
the audacity of congress in submitting the question of decided on and the contestants from Nebraska, Michigan
St. Louis Wool.
joint statehood to the people of Arizona to vote upon, and other states were seated by "That good old rule,
Louis, Alo., June 2.S. Wool
instead of taking the word of those papers and their that simple plan. That he may take who has the power, ke:St.steady
and unchanged.
piasters that the people of Arizona do not now want and he shall keep who can."
statehood of any kind so enraged have these papers
Provisions.
A man of the name of Stevenson, who was a political
Chicago. June 2S. Following
re
that they actually have forgotten the addition and personal friend of Grover Cleveland and Don M.
prices:
tables learned In their early childhood.
Dickinson, had managed what was called a snap conven- closing
W heat
July, S2?ic; Sept., Stic.
Th,e Bisbee Review says that the Tucson Star is the tion In Michigan and elected a sound money delegation.
Corn July, 52'iic; Sept., V2te.
only paver advocating joint statehood. The Douglas Dis- He was recognized In the convention to speak on the reOats July, 3!)ic; fcept., 3ji,,c.
patch says that tjhere .are but two papers in Arizona port of the committee on credentials which had reported
Fork July, Ili.lT'a: Sept.,
Hi.Sl.
which favor Jointure .he Oasis and the Star. Every- against his delegation. He was short and slender, with
I.ird July, $7.85; Sept., $S.i2U.
Hilis-Ju- ly,
body knows ihtit besldeu these two there are the St. red hair and a freckled face, but his voice was
?9 32s; Sept., $S..3.
Johns Herald aud ttte Yunja Sentinel; while the Phoenix
The opening sentence of his speech was: "Mr.
Chicago Live Stock.
Republican says that olher papers la Arizona- are sidling Chairman and gentlemen: I am the man who stole MichChlcai i. June 28. Cattle Receipts,
that way. It Is to be hoped the papers mentioned may igan!" "Good boy, Stevey! Go on!" the crowd yelled, ti.ouii;
market sttitdv to stnmjr
ultimately recover sufficiently to be able q do so ele- land Stevenson proceeded to make one of tho best neeves, JtfttUO:
cow's and heifers.
mentary a sum in addition as learning the irus number speeches of the convention.
$1.2.-'5.10;
Blockers
and feeders.
,n
,1,at
territory
Of PP'3
supporting statehoiMl.
UM'qi.w.
Texan,
I3.5m1M.30;
Tlic democratic SOnators who thought they could calves. $4 75s,;.2S.
4 .
shii-i- i
neceiiits. Ij.OimI: nurket is
t
Xew Mexican: Steadily and surely is the
Jondol the convention of lSl'tJ were Vest and Cockreli of steely; sheen
., 4of4..i
U Tillman.
tatciiucd sentiment In New Mexico growing; this is Missouri; Bate and Harris, 0f TentiM
especially the case since the New Mexican, the Ls. v South. Carolina. Their candldula fur tl't- nomination'
Closing Stock Quotations.
Vegan Opilo, tho TUlor. Range, the, fiaooi'ro 'Chieftain, iof president was Senator Henry M. Teller, of Colorado,
N. v York,
June -- S. Following
New, Who had bolted the republican conversion ut St. ljouis ten
Tnctinieari
News,
the
the Alamogordo
Furinhigton
Enter- 'Jays before, walking out of the hall with tears running were closing prices:
ihe
Times,
tUe
Tucumcarl
Atchison, common
SD'i
Ihe Carlsbad
down his cheeks. Teller was so confident of getting the Atchison, preferred
prise, the Denting UiatUile,
Audipapers
In
staying
Chicago,
In
was
at the
nomination that he
have taken position
and other decent
New York Central
135ai
favor of the question. The Albuquerque Daily Evening torium hotel, reaily to be called into the convention to t'etinsylvania
12M'i
fiS
Citizen, the Silver City Enterprise, the Silver City Inde- make a speech of acceptance,
Southern Pacific
144s4
Bryan received only 119 votes on the first ballot, but I'nion I'acific, common
pendent, the Roswell Register-Tribun- e
and several other
tt2i
respectable weekly newspapers have been in favor of the he had planted the seeds of stampede and hysteria by his lni ni I'leific, preferred
proposition for some time and have advocated It man- "crown of thorns and cross of gold" speech and gained Amalgamated Copper
S. 8: eel, comnnm
fully, although not making much headway. From now rapidly on tho succeeding ballots. It Is well known that l'.
I.'. S. s . il, preferred
l'2
on the situation will change tor thb betier.
Bryan was not the original maker of his nomination-winnin- g
epigram. The same phrase in substance had
Kansas City Live Stock.
Tucson Star: The Phoeni;.. Republican don't want been used some years before in a speech in congress by
kunu- - City, Alo.. jiine 28. Cattle
-,
$.000; market steady; najoint statehood because it declares that the geographical Representative McCall of Massachusetts. Bryan made
division of New Mexico would control the geographical the closing address in the debate on the platform and tive s i ts. $4.0(7 ; southern steers,
division of Arizona and scoop r erything from Arizona at the close he uttered in his most Impressive style the $:l(i l.S'i; s mthern cows, 2.'0Ti 3.25;
cnws and heifers, $25t5.25:
into New Mexico. There tnlnhi l; a shadow of reason famous phrase, "You shall not place upon the brow of ntti,
stork. r
and feeders, $2.7511 4 40;
in the statement if geographical linos were stronger than labor this crown of thorns; you shall not crucify manmill-- .
calves, $2.50 'q 5.75;
J.'.'.ov 4;
political contributions, which can not be under the cir- kind upon a cross of gold." For thirty-si- x
folminutes
west. tii
steel s. 3.50'fl 5.25 ; westcumstances. But this Is a weak, very weak, argument. lowing the close of his speech the convention was a ern I. d rows. $2.;iO'ii 4.25.
Si.-;We might as well urge that Pima county should be op howling mob. If the inmates of loo mad houses had been
Kfcripts, 4,onn; market is
4 'Vi t" :
muttons,
o weak;
posed to single statehood because Maricopa county would let loose in a hall that seated 18,000 persons lhey would steady
by her larger majority and prest'g'' over legislatures have nppiared sane and orderly In comparison with the Ihiuiiv t;ij.j 7 v; range wethers, $5.25
. wes, $4.75
(it ?.',";
f.
5.S5.
scoop everything over into Phoenix.
national convention that nominated William Jennings
Bryan for pit ideiit in 1S0H.
ONE SUIT DISMISSED
Nogales Oasis
The peopic of Arizona should not
From the lie ginning to the end of his first campaign
be beguiled by the siren song of democracy that William
AGAINST THE CITY
J. Bryan will be president and that under his adminis Mr. Bryan never had a serious doubt of his election.
tratlon Arizona will be admitted alone. The indications Men who traveled with him on all his speaking tours
IN
SUIT BROUGHT
are that perhaps Mr. Bryan will be Hie democrat ic nom said f'at lib; confidence in himself and his cause never EJECTMENT
JUSTICE COURT TAKEN TO DISlnee for the presidency. Dm they haven't elected him wavered. But in his second campaign he had learned to
TRICT
COURT
OF
RESULT
yet. Even should he be elected In UtoK, ami the house be make a more careful estimate of political conditions and
HENRY-OTERTANGLE.
carried also by the democracy, there will si ill be the sen to take yelling crowds at something like their real voting
Tin rase of A. J. Otero vs. the city,
ate, republican by a good working majority. And a bill value. The day before the election of l'.ion Mr. Bryan
for admission of Arizona and New Mexico as separate sent a telegram to Gumshoe Bill Stone, who was in for , j' rtnient from the liuihlins at
avenue,
strei t and Tijeras
stales will never go to a democratic, president for ap- charge of the eastern headquarters in this city, saying Sere;
n .is the City liuiMinir,
which
proval, whether his name be Bryan or O'lirien (Moorel. that he would lie defeated. After readier the telegram wknow
as
In
Justice Crawford's
Gumshoe Bill closed the headquarters and went to a court ..::e.l
mid later taken to Justice
New Mexican:
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Bren-nlngs-

Wa never before were to well prepared to take good
care of the heat driven Man, with smart looking,
Clothes.
com-fortab-

The cool breeze
airy Crashes, Sergei

1

!

anti-reba-

'

ILogic

Unable to Add

Wool Crash, Serge and Homespun Suits or Coat and

Trousers.

We'll certainly fix It all right with your purse.

M. MAMBBKX

Fine Clothing and
Furnishings

WANTED.

We do it right.
Imperial Laundry Co.
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I
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Cor. Fifth

Is

Our Specialty $

Street and Railroad

Ai.
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See Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.

New Mexico
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TO

HOLLHBBCK
HOTEL
Los Angeles, Calif.
Your friendship and patronage Is appreciated.
Courtesy and attention
guests is a pleasure to us.
HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.

to

LOCATION

New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are
welcome to
feel at home in our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.

DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.
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MRS. OWEN DINSDALE,

WASTE HEAT WITH GAS

Proprietor.

Always

Something

WITH A COAL FIRE YO'.T CANT
HBM VA STING, FOR YOU HAVE
TO HEAT THE WHOLE OF THK
STOVE BEFORE YOU CAN USE A
PART OF IT.
WITH GAS, YOU CAN'T WASTE
UNLESS YOU DELIBERATELY DO
SO. YOU NEED USE HUT THE
IHRTIOX YOU WANT.
ONE JET
MAY BE USED WITHOUT HEATING THE REST OF THE RANGE.
THAT'S HOW YOU SAVE GAS AND
CASH.
ONE FOOT AWAY FROM
THE GAS JET IT'S COOL A PROOF
THAT YOU GET YOUR HEAT
WHERE YOU WANT IT. AND NOWHERE ELSE. SEE SAMPLES ON
EXHIBITION AT THE
ELECTRIC BUILDING

Doing1
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Ar-Ku- b,

BOWLING

CORNER 4th AND GOLD
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MEL IN I & EAKIN,

S

Tonight
W.

I.

15

Per Gallon
Special Price on Large

CENTS.

SWAIN'S

DRAMATIC
PAN Y, IN THE

R

BID'S

COM

FAMOUS

PLAY

A

OF OLD

Ryd

Col

.

IN

F. C. PRATT

ROANOKE
TORY

$1.50

LOUDON'SPhoue JERSEY FARM

FIVE ACTS

1

Dealers

Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

BIG TENT
HAL

C0

Oar

THE BEST IN TOWN

NO. 118 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

ADMISSION

Wholesale liquor and

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet ft.
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jog. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom. Ill Souta First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexlce.

Y

i

0

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.

A

Kec-ipt-

-

FIRST

A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. S. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE

V

--

-

i

ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

'0000000000Ot0OHoX

Grand Central Motel

-

i

CURES DROPSY.

Funeral Directors :

pro-join-

,

CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.

I FAYWOOD,

fi

:

RELIEVES PAIN.
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.

Springs

j

two-thir-

--

EASY TO REACH.

Hot

Adams & Dilgard

Embalming

Clothing and
Furnishings

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.

QjfWUUU

DRY.

ROUGH

Fine

SUMMER RESORTS AND HOTELS

For Zoological Parks.
Live antelope, beaver, otter, wild
turkeys, blue loco, and mountain top
knot partridges, fox and black squirrels, blue cranes, wild swans, geese
and ducks; and all sorts of wild animals and birds. Write and tell me
what you can get. Dr. Cecil French,
Naturalist, Washington, D. C.
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Hometpunt.

Yet, even if you are one of those large, healthy Felthat most Clothier think it too much trouble to
bother with.

be-"oj-

r

-i

low

New-Yor-

two-third- s.

n-

Then your size is here.

te

Inverted

find an easy entrance through our

Yet, for all their lightness, skillful Tailors have given
a permanent shape to the garments that you would think
impossisle in stuff to Zephyr-like- .

."

walk-aroun-

i

"?C.

28,

For Warm Weather

The New York Sun.

W. T. McCREIGHT,

W. 8. STRICKLER,

Sc CILOE

Historic Facts
in ILife of Brynniam

Somr&c

EVENING CITIZEN.

OCXJOOCOC)C)CXXC)OOCOOOCXXXXJ

CO.

S.i; agmts for Casino Canned

SCREEN TIME
Is

Goods

Jas. H.eKin &. Co.'s Coffees,
u s Granite Flour.

VIRGINIA.

lin-ho-

j

STAGE TO

Groceries.

R

here. Door and Window P
screens made to order.
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING

Staple and Fancy

PLEASING SIHnV Ft III
EVERYBODY.

&

JEMfZ

MILL

SPRINGS

c
The undi rsigne.l Is prepared
make tritis to imd from the cel.-- l .a:
Hiilslioro Creamery Butter Best en d JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any ;t.
formation deired can be sr-Earth.
from Geertro H. Moore, No. 1H Wt
Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery. Railroal avenue.
JAMITS T. JOHNSTON
South Seeond Street.
I

ADMISSION

ONLY

15 CENTS

i
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ONE MILLION POUNDS

HON. ANTONIO JOSEPH STRONGLY

by Brown & Adams

Owned

This Prominent

to Congress Gives

Ex-Deleg-

to Be Scoured at

querque

Some Excellent Pointers in liis Letter

on the Subject.

SQUARELY

I''''
This

PAGE FIVE.

Well-Know-

Albu-

Mill.

DESKS FOR THE BUSY MAN

FOR STATEHOOD
'

The Man of Business

Albuquerque Attorney Emphatic

n

P

or the Home
We

'

1

ally Favors Joint Statehood, Believing
$.:-$Z-

Ojo Calient e, N. M., June "'
.
Tho Evening Citizen, Albuquerque. New Mexh-otlentlemen After having worked for many yens in the ;ast. In
and out nf congress, for separate statehood for New ..Mexico. In vain.i;
existing circumstances,
1 have come to the conclusion th.it under
is best for the material progress of our territory, to accept wnat
under
tbe tutpreme iower of our national government offers u.always
lookenamlng act, for the reason that congress lias
beggars, and as "beggars
ed upon the people of the territories
cannot he choosers." we must be content witn what tbey are filling to give us. New Mexico and Arizona, united as one state, will
make, in my .nimble judgment, one :f the grandest commonwealths
of conof this glorious Union of States. The munincent donations
gress to the 'proposed new stale of Arizona, as provided for ungenerous ever offered
der me enabling act, are the most lilral andadmission
as a state into
to any territory, upon the condition of Its
If we apthe Union; It behooves us. the people of both territories.
preciate the real value of them, to present and future generations,
accept them heartily, lv uniting and forming the grand sovereign,
.Mexico and
state of Arizona. I earnestly believe, that after New
Arizona are united under an equitable, fair and just constitution,
ants
and that prosperity of the new state is assured, tha; the inhabit
hold in grateful rememof the slate of Arizona will ever thereafter
brance the grand and glorious act of congress. In uniting these two
of joint
statehoul must
territories into one state. The friends
always keep in mind the old. but true, maxims. "In union there is
strength." and ' United we stand, divided, we fall."
Yours for joint statehood,
ANTONIO JOSEPH.
"' '
W
4

scoured at the Albuquerque scouting
mills.
This enormous lot of the
snowy
Is the sum total of the
purchase's of A. Vandewnrt, represent
ing llrown & Adams of Hoston, during the past few weeks.
'Three cars came from Williams,"
said Mr. Vandewart
this morning,
"and the remaining forty were loaded
at Holbrook. The shipment
about
cleans up the Holbrook market, nnd
was the wheile of the wool brought to
thai market with the exception of a
few consignments to eastern com
mission houses shipped only on guar
antees. Tho most of it is heavy stuff,
fat and greasy, and was bought for
prices ranging between 12
and 10
cents peT pound. The lighter and liner
wools are bringing prices fiom one
'o two cent higher than that."
Mr. Vandewart says that be doesn't
think much of the prospects for Btata-hoo- d
in Arizona. He says that Apache
county may give a majority for joint
statehood, ami that there is a bare
possibility of Navajo county doing the
same, but the remainder of Arizona
Is di'ad against t he? jointure proposi
tion.
Regarding the statement made here
HAVE COMPLETED
BOUGHT PROPERTY
last week by H. H. Scorse of Hoi
brook to the effect that much of the
woed had been consigned to
UNDERGROUND WORK northern
OF UNITED STATES
the Wwl Growers' association, for
which association Mr. Scorse Is Hol
brook agent, Mr. Vandewart says that
& Adams got. the bulk of the
And Was Arrested, But Com- Colorado Telephone Company Brown
northern Arizona wool, and that he
knew of only one or two clips to go
Improvements Progressmissioner Sabin at Gallup
to the association.
The wool just consigned by Drown
ing Rapidly.
Discharged Montoya.
& Adams to the Albuquerque!
wool
f.couring mills for scouring is the
largest single shipment ever received
THE CASE MAY BE TAKEN HIGHER HAVE COMMON BATTERY SYSTEM at the local mills.

4

4

Albuquerque, N. M., June 2rt.
The Kvening Citizen, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
lientlemien I consl.let it of the greate'st Importance t.iat the people of New .Mexico anil Arizona should
emphatically
favor joint
state hood under the statehood bill recently passed by congress and
approved by the president. Were we to remain territories fer andoubt very liiue'h whether we could ever get such
ther century,
be'ni ficent and liberal provisions as those being offe red to Us under
this bhl.
The magnificent provisions made for our children alone, should
make every fat.ier and mother take espiclal interest in seeing to It
tnat this bill should be carried by a unanimous vote if possible.
Our nelghneirs In Arizona may rest assured (hat their cooperation
with us in tiis most important event will redound to their good
Hespen-tfnllv- ,
as V.P.. as to ours.
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and

workman-

ship and highest class Of
cabinet work-- . The Jelc yon
buy of lis will not toll to
pieces in a short time, thu
causing you much ac
nay-anc-

T
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Our prices are the loweeL
i

Albert Faher

t n t ri

K. V. CHAVEZ.

nuiim n
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a

received

represent the test

I

I

1

h

Q

Roll Tot
Standing
Desk, office Chairs, Book
Cases, Typewriter
SUala
and Tables.
We guarantee our line to

?

4

Just

Desks, Flat

r
t

One million pounds of Arizona wool,
filling forty-thre- e
box cars. Is iu the
local Santa Fe yards awaiting to be

have

Library

large shipment of

Is Sure to Win.

It

APACHE COINTY FOk STATEHOOD

nit

i

CI1IZEN.

HON. E. V. CHAVEZ COMES OUT

OF ARIZONA WOOL

OF JOINTURE

IN FAVOR

KVKXIXG

308-31-

Albuquerque,

Railroad Ave.,

0

M.

TV.
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EXPECTS

A.

.1.

TO HAVE

is becoming more apparent, as
EXTENSION COMPLETED
the days so hy and the Colorado Telephone company advances w. .i Its
1
LINE FROM RAIL
Improvements, that it is only a mat- BY AUGUST
ROAD
AVENUE
TO
LUMBER
ter of time until Ahjuquerque can
MILLS PROGRESSING RAPIDLY
Montoya, a civilian, arrested on boast one of tiie most modern and
POLES BEING SET.

Lieutenant Colonel Paddock, in
command at Fort Wingate, was in the
city last evening for a few hours, en
route from headquarters at Denver,
Colo., to his post at Fort Wingate.
Speaking of the recent trial of one

a charge of buying governieiit

It

prop-

telephone exchanges and systems. In ootn local and long distance
service, to be lotind in the ntlre
southwest. In a city the size of Albu
querque.
The work of digging and constructing the conduits and manholes for the
reception of the wires now overhead,
whicii will in time he placed, to a
great extent under ground, especially
business district,
in the congested
whore the many overhead wires not
only mar the bcautv of the archi
tecture but are a menace in ca.se of
fire, has ueen completed, the under
ground cables in proper lengths,
reaching irom one manhole to
having been installe... stj that
ail rtiat will be necessary, when. the
time conies for placing tne wires
will be to run the v:re3,
through cables, to the different manholes, splice thorn, iind turn on tne
' juice."
Work
lu the meantime is going
steadily forwrd on he compny's new
exchange building that is being built
on Fourth street, nack of tho Albuquerque Hardware
company's store,
which will be modern in every respect, and w.nch It is expected will he
finished, according to the terms of the
contract, ny August "
mis building
will be suuciently .arge t accommo
date the appurtenances for a common battery system that is to lie installed, together with a new Western
Electric switchboard, winch will have
at first, a capacity of
i drops, but
which can be enlarged to any required number of diops.
The overhead construe. ion gang has
also arrived in the city and will at
once commence the work of constructing twenty miles Jf overhead cable,
to hold the many wires that now run
from ole to pole. They are now at
work "skinning" the poles, which are
to be 'painted green, and win commence on i.ie came work in ;he very
near future.
ll is intended, as soon as all cable
work, loth overhead and underground, uas oeen conipMed. and the
new exenange building is fitted up
ready for occupaucy, tr switch the.
present local battery system over to
a common battery system, which is
tie most improved style of telephony
today.
In order to avoid aay unnecessarv
cessation of the service the old sys
tem will be allowed to remain in
place until the new system has U'eu
installed and tested out to see if ir
is in perfect working condition,
the change is made, thus insuring patrons the lack of annoyance
that usually attends such a change.
The new common hat'vry rysteni
is simple, and gives a much more perfect service, as it does away with all
turning of cranks and rinsing of
bells to get 'centra!,' and also obviates t.ie necessity of "tvutral" cutting in occasionally when one is t liking to see ii one lias finished, as by
uis system all that Is necessary to
get
central" is t remove the receiver from the hook, which act
dashes a small
o:i the
switchboard at "central," the operator
thus being notified Ilia' some one is
calling. She "plugs
in."
receives
irom the ca..er the num r
makes the connection, and withdraws
Her utu nti n from iua'
;
icular

erty. Colonel Paddock stated that the
prisoner had been discharged, but
that he Intended taking up the case
with Major lewellyn, United States
attorney for this district. Colonel
Paddock seems to be under the impression that the court erred in its
decision.
Some time ago Colonel Paddock
came to Albuquerque and went before
.Major Whiting. United States comin this city, securing a
missioner
warrant for the arrest of A. .T. Montoya, charged with buying a government pistol from a private at Fort
WJngate.
The private bad stolen the" revolver
from the arsenal anil had Hold It to
Montoya. Afterwards lie confessed
his part in the transaction and Montoya was arrested, and, according to
the law covering such cases, was taken before the nearest United States
commissioner for trial, which in this
case was Commissioner Sabin of Gai-lu-

Il is now thought that the Traction
company's extensions
out Second
street. New l ork avenue and Twelfth
street, to the American Uumber company's plnut. will be complete,! and
in operation by August 1 at the latest.
Pedes intended to support ihe trolley wires have been placed from Rail
road avenue to New York
along Second stre-et- ,
and the rails
have been laid ns far as Fourth street.
The woTk of completing the laying
of rails will be pushed forward us
,
soon as the necessary
whicii
has been secured through Coloned W
S. Hopewell, from the Santa Fe Cen
tral Railroad company, arrives, the
curve at Rallrond. avenue will lie put
in and the wires win be' strung ut
,

ste-el-

under-

once.

-ground,

p.

Despite the evidence introduced at
the trial to the effect that the private
had stolen the revolver, sold it to
Montoya, who In turn sold It to another private for $11.50, Commissioner
Sabin held that possession by defendant bad not been estaSilished and
accordingly
reJeaaeid
the prisoner
from custody.
It Is understood that all the papers
in the case, together with ii transcript
of the evidence, will he sent to Major
Uewellyn, who in turn will no doubt
lay the matter before the proper
authorities in Washington, and interesting developments as a result are
looked for.

DR. CARVER'S DIVING
HORSES HAVE ARRIVED
filLVER KING" AND FOUR OTHERS.
WILL MAKE HiGH DIVES
INTO WATER TANK
THE FLYING AUTOMOBILE
TO BE SEEN
JULY 4.

The five diving horse
that will
form the main feature of IXr. Carver's attractions to be seen at Traction Park July 4. arrived in the city
uis morning and arc stabled a: the
park. All of tne animals, unlike most
iliving horses, are big. strong, well
built horses, and display a gnat
amount of Intelligence In the-i- r looks
and actions, which speaks well for the
thrilling work tney will !
to do July 4.
"Silver King" is the star performer,
a big splendid gray, who will make
3 dive iuto a tank jf water, from a
platform elevated MO feet above the
.lipid." the clown horse,
tartli.
come next. He will make a forty-too- t
dive. "Tlie Oirl in Red," riding
him as he dives. Vowder Face and
IJttle Powder Face" come next, both
dire-- .
t
of them making
"Eittle Cupid" is the next, and last,
bin hy no mean bast, its his part lu
lae performance is Just as greit as
the parts of the others.
Contractor Westbrook is busily engaged in digging the pit which will tie
tilled with water. Into which the in
telligent animals will make thir respective leaps. Owinp to the fact that
a flow of water, occasioned hy the
hinh water in ihe river, was struck
at a depth of four feet, the workmen
were unable to dig tie- pit any deeper,
and as a consequence, will board up
the sides six fet high, banking them
wi'h adl e dirt and fand, and making
he whole water tight, thus giving
l lie horses a. tank ten or twelve fe t
deep into which they will dive.
A force of workmen are n w em
out Dr. Carver's
plowd in
instructions for discing the diving pit
;ind erecting th "loop Die lion" for
the "tlylng automobile." which makes
somnet
;i deain ilelyliu'.
ersault In the air.
The entire pei t'Oii nice will be
i.ieu on the at'itiioim of July 4 a'
Traetii n pari.

PETE LOHMAN IN
INSANE ASYLUM
THE WELL KNOWN BAU. PLAYER'S SAD FATE QUARRELING
OVER HIS EARNINGS.
Ceor.ge F. Lehman, better known to
the baseball fans as "1'ete"
ihman
has gme wrong in his mind and has
cnininiLted to the insane asylum
of California. Iranian eaui-'h- t
for the
Albuquerque tetam at a territorial fair
tournament, a. few ye'ars ago, and is
therefor
pretty well known to the
lovers of the national sport here
ahouts. For years he has been catching for the Oakland, Cal., team in the
Pacific Coast league, nnd about a
year ago suffered a tstroke of paralysis which affected his brain. He saved
his earnings and is reported to be
worth about fTn.Piio. Some time ago
nis wife, Mrs. Kathleen Tubman, was
appointed ms guardian, and his brothers and sisters have now asked the
court as such guardian on the ground
that she is unfit to care for him. It
is really a bitter fight over Iihman's
estate, because the man Is considered
y
in a serious coDdittoti, and 1s tiot
to
from his present malady
ik-l-

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS
The placing of shelving iu the new
rx)in of the Uolden Rule dry goods
store Is about completed. As oon as
it is occupied by uie clothing, and
cloak departments of the st .re, the
large room proiier of the store will be
improved by a new floor. The middle
door will lie closed and the entire
front of tile More will be transformed into one Immense show window.
Colonel V. n. (Jr.-ereturned to the
city this morning from a business
.
(;re.-rtrip to Iteming. Mrs.
who was
the s'uest (,f friends a: Iitniltig, is
nou enjoying an outing with a party
of trie nils on the (Ilia rive r, ilif tiila
is one of the best trout .streams in
It. is also at an
'f.v Mexico.
i ha'
iiis'ins cool
of how hoi the summer mat
alti-t'lb-

I

eighty-five-foo-

line
When

be.

A Trinidad iie'gpi, named Thomas
Kin,:, ami I'laimiir; that he was on
his way to this city r go to work, ia
in jail a:
l.as Vra.-- . When unith-- t
pass, liner trniu diy binn, I No.
efore
Kiti;.'

!

iday

re

Iis

ache

Vegfi,

was taio n .rem the "liilnd
of tj.- 'rain by Speiial Officer
Snyder
He said he paid the triii)
porter se e tlty-te
lltk to let 'lilll
ride, and made an aflhnvlr to that efIt
fect.
;ig jbi'i, iisi . r ;iin d that
the train had no iiorter, and King
v to tie.,ii:g
affidavit.
sor.. falsi
ays ,o- - wjs eoiniiii; to Albuiju. i
lie accept .nun' worl;, which was oh-aiie-.;m 'her in ro,
by
for him
.lat.i.-il a
Aieuinde.-hag-Pge-

those talking have finished,
they hang up i heir ivee i vers. , hicii act
Hashes a red light on lb,- in hiKurJ.
thus no.. tying the operator lir the
line is now ready for use agaiti.
e
When seen today by a r ures.
of i ..e Kveiiiux C'itien. Manager
Craham. of he Colorado
company, stated that he was iioi in
a
t say Just when
new
common battery ses'em would
us.-In
thaand
work
mi:
TOO LATE TO
CUttlfY
looking foiward to ii a end wis be,
ing pushed forward as rapidly as
Im is.
Hy a girl. n
W.WTKIV
and that, as soon as the
p!y '... ear.- (ViZ'-building was coiupiei,
Ins'alb-d- ,
new switchhoai.i
!i and
u '!
work com.d. u ,, il,.change ' ' IK SAI.K-- - Colli ..let. oil'!;! of millsfurniture, c:,e:ip.
would be made, whieti In li! pr
e'l West
'iil
i.ea.i .tVenlle.
will he
me lime 'hi ,a ;,
i

-

tita-tiv-

I

I

Teh-phon-
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OFFICERS

AND

ARRANGE

COM-

PANY AT E5TANCIA

BE OVER

TWO THOUSAND DOLLARS
SUBSCRIBED FOR
PROJECT
DEATH FROM HEMORRHAGE.
At lasi night's meeting of Navajo Spe'cial Correspondence.
Estancla, N. M., June L't'.. At a
Tribe Nei. a, Improved Order of Ked
Men, held in their lodge? rooms on meeting of the Artesian Well com
West Cold venue', the following off- pany last night, which was intended
by about one hundred and fifiy men
icers were elecled to serve for the
It was reported that $.'1.3iH) i:i stock
term:
was sold and 2.1 1 paid In to if.
Prephet-jl- ..
C. Wardwell.
treasury. On the 2d of July perina
Sachem-H'harh's
N. Etniv
I.. Ki'p-ple- nent organization will be e'ff.v d and
Senior SagamoreCharles
GRAND

FOR

COUNCIL

TO

HELD HERE JULY 20 OFFICERS
TO BE INSTALLED JULY 11.

i

'..

j

j

The picnic caskets fc. sale at the
If you want result
in a!v.
Mcintosh Hardware company' store
C:tL".l var- a!.
are Indispensable for outing partes. try an

1'
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Evil Spirit of the Plains, with His Diving Horse

Combination. World's Greatest Sensational Show

Junior Sagamore John Didron.
Chief eif Records John Moten-i,ackeKeeper of Wampum

after that the work of dr! li.ig will
be started as soon as praet! ible.

r.

J. W. Krede

Trustee1 Martin Kyau.
On July 11 public. InstaJlalion of
these ofllceTs will be held, and on
July 2o the Great Council will meet In
this city, at which tune delegates
from all over the territory will b" in

attendance..
At last night's meeting the? following committee mii arrangements for
the Creat Council was appednted:
J. W. Frederick, Charle-- ' Etiie and
Martin Kvan.

CLOSES
EXAMINATION
SATURDAY
FOR

TIFICATES.

Lis. ffl!

WOVEN

TOMORROW

FlrTEEN

TEACHERS'

WILL

DRAWS FAIR

SESSION TODAY

DO"
AUD1FNCE

S

'wiaiitytii

rrAujaef-F-

Ke,M,

His Five Famous Diving Horses
The Doctor offers $100 to any lady,
never disappointing or making a mis- - who will successfully ride Silver King
In his
dive.
take.
, .
The World's Greatest Sensation
Excursion triins and special round
the Girl In Red riding the clown horse trip rates over railroad. Don't forget
Cupid In his
dive.
the date

TONIGHT.

CER-

CW

Don't fall to sea Dr. W. F. Carver; The Flying Automobile the met
in hia marvelous exhibition .with shot! daring and awful feat of frenzied fury
gun and rifle.
the world has ever known.

AND AT SWAIN'S BIG TENT LAST EV
ENING
HAL REID'S "ROANOKE'

APPLI-CANT-

40-fo-

The Hernaliilo County Teachers' association closed today. Tile total
number of teachers enrolled during
the session was twenty-three- ,
adjourning there was formed tho
Hernaliilo County Teachers' association, with ofllcei-and committees as
follows:
President Rupert E. Aspltind.
Secretary Ignore Pearce.
Committee on Constitution Prof.
Taylor, Superlntende-n- t
St roup
and
Miss Heald.
Committee on Program Prof. C. E.
ilodgin, .urs. llutls, Mr. Koss, Jose
Sala.ar and Miss West.
It Is the ebjeet of this association
to hold meetings every month or two
throughout, tile year. The first meeting will be held about the last of October. 'I ne membership will I'onsist
of teaerhers from the city schools,
county sch .ols, the university, Mcn.au)
school and Indian scnool. As the; total numbers of teachers in the ceiunty
exceeds 1'Mi, the organization will be
one of i he strongest in the territory.
Fifteen applicants will take tne examination fut teachers' certificates tomorrow and Saturday. The examining
board consists of Prof. J. E. Clarke.
Supetrintendent A. H. ..ttroup and Prof.

lie-for- e

A. Montoya.

CONPILING

of Estancia, died suddenly yesterday
afternoon from hemorrhage
of the
lungs. She was in town with her
family doing some trading and had
started home. WJien opposite the
postofflce hemorrhage started und she
was assisted into the Valley noted
where she expired in a few minutes
Tho deceased leaves a husband and
three small children to mourn her
loss. She was a very popular woman
and a host of loving friends arc
plunged Into sorrow at h?r sudde'n
demise.
"WHAT

INS1ITU1E

TEACHERS

Mrs. Maxwell, wife of It. X. Maxwell, who lives two miles i:.i:i hwest

About UU0 people', gathered beneath
tne big tejit or the owaln Uramatic
company last evening to witness the
production of "What
Women Will
lio," and were well repaid for going,
for the ple;ce was one that, could not
help hut please', and that It did please
Immtnsely was made apparent by the
geniTsus applause tnat. greeted ail the
climaxes with whicii ihe iplay abounds.
Mr. Uurrows, as
cents
ADMISSION,
The Jack of
Piumonds," or .lack Diamond, was
sieoi ti excellent advantage, as was
the leading lady. Miss Leon a U'slie. WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A COMPLETE LINE OF
Oiher members of tile company were
happily east, and bandied their parts)
in a good manner.
Tonight the Swain Dratnaue' com-(Paris, France)
puny will present
t..at well known1
and ever liked play, "Roanoke," Hal
Fine Toilet Soaps, Face Powders,
HeJd's greatest drama, which tells In
an interesting and dramatic manner,
j
Waters and their special line of bulk
Toilet
a story of Old Virginia. This play is
i
Quadruple
kj well known to theater patrons as
to need but little comment, and Is
one well worth seeing.
Tomorrow night "Kust Lynne" wnl
he presented, and Saturday matinee'
"Ten Nights" In a Barroom, followed
at night by the ever popular "Two Or117 West Railroad Avenu.1
phans," with snow s'orni and other Both Telephones.
special effects.
YOU GET HOLD OF A
40-fo-

WEDNESDAY, JULY 4th

TRACTION PARK (Fair Grounds)
50

ED. PINAUD'S IMPORTED

1

Rouge,

Extra

Extracts.

The Williams Drug Company
THE BLUE FRONT

EXPLODING GASOLINE

fl,

CAUSES SMALL BLAZE

REPORT

At

REMARKS
ON THE MANNER OF TURNING
IN ALARMS
FIREMEN OFTEN
HAVE TO GUESS LOCATION.

SUPERINTENDENT

CLARKE OF
SCHOOLS
WILL ALSO
RECOMMENDAITONS
REPORT WILL BE PUBLISHED.

CITY
MAKE

Hy an explosion eif gasoline In un
outhouse in the rear of a house at
416 Kast Railroad avenue-- , occupied
.1. E. Clarke of the
Supe'riuti'inle'iit
city sediools is busily e ngaged at p ren- by Mrs. A. Maxwell, last night, a
ew compiling Iris report of the work small blaze was started which resultbeing culled out,
done the pat reason for the school ed In the
board, together with a statement of but the flames we're extinguished bere'e'omniendat Ions for t he coming sea-su- i. fore any great damage was done, and
before the arrival of the fire departIt is unde rstoud that Professor ment.
Klre Chief Iiurlle-HBin connection
Clarke will make a number eif sugwith this fire, take-- s ihe occasion to
gestions and
ions look- complain
of the usual
manner lu
ing lo a better condition of affairs for
the rece'ption and accominodal ion of which fire alarms are turned in hew.
an increased number of pupils at t be- lie states that, usually persons turncoming term, which will Imj acted ing in an alarm leave the box, and
upon by the board, as It is apparent consequently when tho department
arrives at. t lie box, for which point
to all concerned that the present
are far Inadequate to the de- tliey always make their run, no one-Ihere to direct them to the fire,
mands made upon them the past season, nnd as an increase of scholars, and as the boxes are often located
especially In tlu primary grades, is si vi ral blocks from the scene of the
loeikcd for at the coming fall term, conflagration the department lias to
at its location, unless
it is absolutely necessary that some
can be seen. WJlmn a fire is
xtepH lw take-- 1'toking to the securing
indoors this is Impossible, and con-- s.
of additional school room for the
ipiently much valuable time is often
eif this Increase'.
When Superintendent Clarke's re- In: hunting tiie (Ire afte r responding
tin- alarm.
port bus been finished and prese-nte1'ire Chief liurth.i
suggests that iu
to the school hoard for its consideration, a copy of it will be published :n In- future anyone turning In an alarm
niiiiii
the-sat the box until the departcolumns.
ment arrives, so tiiat the-can
NATIONAL CASH REGISTERS.
tie
exactly where ;;i g:, nd
in this event no time would be- lost.
K. M. Howard, sal s agent fur Mi"
.Vi'iona! Cish Heti.-te- r
companv of ROLLER FLOUR MILL FOR SALE.
Haytoti, loii", is nt ;iie Kllie hotel, to
Machinery,
complete,
Including
li'y lo Autoimric
uiri
b iler and engine, for
'plume r.i'.'t.
roller
fio'ir mill. Address, .Martin Li.litnan,
Try a Citlzen Want ad.
I .as Truces, N. M.

GOOD CIGAR

When you tackle one of the White
Mlys, Perfectos, Panatelus or Con
chas. 'Tlsn't Just chance they're
built that way; the bunding materia!
are selected from the best, and th
construction Is attended to by "master mechanics" in cigar making. Tie
White Lily sells at five cents for oce
or $2 for fifty.

FOR SCHOOL BOARD FIRE CHIEF BURTLESS
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Convenience - Gomfor) - Security
The

s
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telephone

makes

the

lighter, the cares

less,

The telephone preserves your
health, prolongs your life and
protects your home.

and the worries fewer.

0

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

J

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
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JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

12 0 West Railroad Avenue

Hot

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE A NO
CLUB ROOMS

4

TO
THE
LADIES:
here too warm to
weather

!
wash and Iron. Send your
Shirt Wa!st. and White Dresses to us. We will laundry them
and will deliver thein to you in a nice box they will not be
crushed or wrinhle d. IKimestlc or gleiss finish.
Back of Postoffice.
Call the Red Wagons.

cor-re-ctl- y

X

X

Auto., 319;

;os-kil.le-

t,

World.

,

r.

,

.

of the

The Great Carver, Champion Shot

."

.

it-

j

ARTESIAN WELL

RED MEN ELECT

Light

'er.-

-

H;-: b av. s city for the springs
Mi, tolay and Wednesday.

Kuur hor.--e siajte leaves city
.:')'
Friday through in one day. Only
line with change cf stock Pn route.

Colo., Red 148.

Imperial Laundry Go,

FINELY FURNISHED
COTTAGES.
from tv.o to five rooms, to rent
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housekeeping to visitors
at the Springs,
J. B. BLOCK, Prop.
Jemer Hot Springs, New Mexico.

W. L. Trlmblo & Co., Agents,

Albuquerque.
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WANTING TO

LET GO SANTO
.

DOMINGO

Government Weary of Its

Entanglements With
That Country.
CONTROL

OF

COAL

LANDS

Administration Will Make It
Hot For Senators Dick
and Foraker.
l
correspondence:
Washington, 1). C June
is rife among public men as to
I ow the adnilnlstrattun is going to get
out of the Santo Domingo predicament. This is as mutch of a puzzel to
Vresldent Roosevelt and Secretary
Unit as it is to the politicians, democratic and republican; naval offllcers,
anil others interested in the affairs of
4he troublesome republic, which Is
on the verge of a revolution.
The administration ' would gladly
let go" of Santo Domingo if it could
free its way clear to release Its grasp.
more than a year now a fleet of
I'ni'ed States warships has been riding at anchor In Santo Domingo ports,
awaiting a call from shore to preserve
order and maintain the president on
tils shaky platform of power. There
s even less prospect, now of the withdrawal of the ships and the surrender
of the island to its own people than
hhere was a year ago, and, to make
natters worse, no one Is able to say
when the situation will improve. It
ii a curious and decidedly embarrassing development of the preslednt's in- , tervention to save the island from the
fury of foreign creditors.
The Santo Domingo treaty, which
was to provide peace and prosperity
for the little republic, is hopelessly
teaten in the senate committee on
foreign affairs. Not even the most
ptimistic of the presidents friends
that there is a ray of hope for
It, and no motion will even be made
f v its reconsideration in committee.
J he administration
just now sees no
way of backing out of the difficulty It
K"i itself, into when the president de.
it led to do by Indirection what the
last year refused to sanction
i;. treaty form.
there 16 another element, of embarrassment in the situation. A New
Y.irk trust company holds more than
tl.O'.'O.OOO
of funds
collected by
American agents of Santo Domingo,
whilo acting as custom officials for
he insular government. The money
was deposited in New York with the
idea that It should apply to the foreign
of Santo Domingo after tfcvsenate had ratified the pending treaty,
which provides for the gradual wiping out of the foreign claims in this
maimer. Wlien the money was sent
to New York the administration had
n thought that the treaty would be
defeated, and thus tie up a large sum
without a proper claimant.
Spot-illatio-

!r

htm
to desperate
and stimulates
deeds.
Cnder a law passed in 190.1, the
I'nlted States may order the deporto-tlo- n
of any alien anarchist within a
period of three years after his arrival
hero. So far only one man has been
deported under this law. the Kngllsh-maTurner, who fought being carried
arross the water and carried his cafe
to the supreme court.
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JAPS OPEN "MAGIC" CITY

Communication Made Easy

OF DALNY TO THE WORLD

Government Ownership of Coal Land.
President Roosevelt and Senator
LaKollette have been working together to save the vast and as yet untouched government coal lands of the
west, to be held as n club over the
coal trust of the east. It is proposed
to withdraw from public entry and
sale all of these lands and .retain them
for future development, probably for
leasing to independent operators.
adjourns
tins
Hefore congress
scheme is expected to take definite
hane althouch the necessary legisla
tion to make it effective will probably
nut be enacted until next year. An
orer from the president will be issued
soon withdrawing from entry the vast
areas of public land embracing coai
deposits, and in the meantime Sena
tor L.iFollettc will draft and Introduce
tilll designed to nrevent the coal
mines from falling into the hands of
the trust.
There are about forty million acres of
siuiaieu
government
lads
coal
throughout the western states and
territories in Colorado. Washington,
Wyoming. Oregon. Idaho, Indian Ter
ritory, New Mexico and Arizona anu
It is estilesser tracts elsewhere.
mated that the present bituminous
fields of nroduction in the east will be
come exhausted within the lifetime of
persons living, and already the coal
combinations have their eyes on the
undeveloped millions of acres in the
west.
Nothing that the president has done
since the inauguration or his anu- corporation crusade is likely to excite more attention than the coal
move when its full scope is

28. 1906.

El Paso & Southwestern System
Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, 8t. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

BEAUTIFUL CITY BUILT BY RUSSIANS IN THREE YEARS AT A

Rock Island System

OF $75,000,000 IS MADE A
PORT
DAMAGES
OF
WAR REPAIRED BY JAPS.

COST

FREE

Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best. The only way with two through
trains dally, carrying standard and tourist sleepers, observation dining cars, chair cars and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

made
Announcement has Just
by the Japanese that the "magic city"
of Dalny, the companion 'town of Port
Arthur on the Gulf of Pcchlll, is made
a free port free to the trade of the
Ix-e-

world.

was called the magic city
sprung "full panoplied"
from Hie stream of gold that Russia
sent into Manchuria to impress her
wealth and piwer on Manchuria,
which she had Just leased from China.
To make it a constant frown upon
Japan no expense wa spared, anil in
less than three years a finished city.
with broad avenues, substantial and
Imposing public buildings, with com
pleted electric street railways and
lighting system, with miles and miles
of handsome store buildings, and
dwellings, was built, as it were, "to
order." The place was strongly fortified, and. as intended, was Russia's
eastern out iist. It is said that Rus
sia spent. $7j,iki,0i0 In three years
to build Dalny.
The Chinese city of Talienwan, on
the hay f that name, was selected,
proclaimed
ami tin Imperial decree
Jtilv 3". ISiiH, ordered the building of
a city designed to bo the comfortable
residence of 100,000 inhabitants.
The work was begun under the di
rection of Witte, then minister of
tinanee.
In February, 1903.
the city was
Houses, lots
ready for occupancy.
and business places were sold and
Dalnv licgan its career.
A Utile ovir a year liftter the Japs
entered the city victors. The Russians had blown up the docks and
caused $3.'iOO,uOO damage in all. This
has all been repaired by the Japs
since.
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Roosevelt's Program for Years.
Government ownership of the coat
1
mining properties of the future is
thing
really the essence of the latest
The
on the Roosevelt programme.
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING AT DALNY.
president began to study the question
the
to
when his attention was called
suspected scheme by which railroads
were going to get control of the rich
eoal lands in the Indian Territory at
the time the Five Tribes bill was unFurniture, Crockery, Stoves and Ranges.
der consideration in the senate.
Simultaneously with that came the
Steel Ranges.
exposure of the railroad coal mine
combinations in the east a revelation
inof evils that already has had an
fluence on legislation. Then recurin both the
117 Gold Avenue
ring strike situations
!'
Special correspondence:
3
bituniinou; and anthracite regions,
A great
-- 'i.
Mass.,
June
Boston.
menace to the whole
uHli their
is being planned in Boston
nmmirr nln fornieil an element of war
a war that will extend pretty nearly
consideration.
Don't Dispute with a Woman,
New England.
Germany will be pointed to as a all It over
between
war
insects.'
a
be
will
Especially, if she tells you to order
successful example of government
strategy board consists of liu-- )
sack of
control of coal mining. The compari The
fight
the
to
will
mans,
insects
the
and
European
EMPRESS FLOUR.
son of the imperialistic
America death.
countries with democratic
excuse, (ii you should forno
Make
the
pest,
years
a
hungry
recent
Of
nrobablv will arouse some of the gypsy
get the order), that you could not
moth, has been devastating the
critics, "but the policy advanced is to groves
first-clas-s
find it, for every
grocr
and orchards of Massachusetts.
be put on the basis of the good ol tne
handles EMPRESS. You will always
$1,5imi.441 tryiug
spent
has
The
state
now
the
people
and
the
masses of
find good bread, good biscuits, good
pest, but all in vain, and
accented principle that the people to distroy the spread
k
.L, JLS
pastry and most Important of all,
to nearly all the.
has
the
insect
cor
say
the
something
about
to
have
good cheer to greet you when yoB
TV.
England.
New
of
states
the
with
them
supply
poratlons that
come bom for your dinner. Try It
1905 was greater
damage
in
The
necessities of life.
year,
and
previous
any
during
EMPRESS FLOUR It the EmpreM Of
than
a
policy,
from
of
the
The popularity
all others.
winter an appeal was made to the
mimical standpoint, has not aroused last
government.
anv fears in ndminlstrat ion circles
Congress appropriated $iin,0oo and;
sent Dr. I.. O. Howard, its entomoloHot Ohio Campaign.
The coming campaign in Ohio will gist, over to Europe with Massa- Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N. M.
he a hinhlv interesting affair, with an chusaeits officials to get some of the
republi parasites which kill the gypsy moth
upon
bearing
the
important
,
Aohorred by the Navy.
(
can nresidential race two years benct over there.
Should this money be turned over Secretary Taft has announced that he
They brought back a few million
o the new president of the island, all
years eggs from Italy and Austria, and the
will take the Bluiiiu in this
kinds of trouble would immediately
hatching and breeding is now iu proat. home on a platform bos
follow, for there is one tiling that canmaien
senators, Dick and gress. Shortly the parasites will be,
,
hurely may be counted on to start a filo o the two
turned loose, and tip- great battle be-revolution in nny of the Central Foraker.
native
the
early
in
sunup
the
emigrants
and
the
tweeu
the
shall take
American republics, and that is the fall"I nnd
make a series of speeches gypsy moths will begin, ii is hoped.
lirospeet of capturing a considerable In
THE GYPSY MOT!! ENLARGED.
The .laps also have a parasite, and
Ohio on the Philippine tariff bill,"
sum of money.
imperial!
Secretary
eggs
the
from
of
expected
are
announcement
in tiie meantime the foreign nations is the The
the pest for ten years a strip of burlap around the trunk of
significance of this state agricultural station at Tokio and the chusetts liui:-which have claims against Santo Taft. will
college
At the end of i!.e tree, providing a fold in it under
at without
agricultural
be realized when it is known Imperial
Domingo are again becoming restive. ment
time ii was supposed that the which the caterpillars hide during the
that
Dick is generally credit
Saparo.
Senator
that
They drew off about eighteen months
the Philippine
The I'nited States authorities are gypsy ami brown tail mulh were re- day. Then the men go around and
ago, after President Roosevelt had ed with having beaten
lxidge's committee. greatly alarmed, fearing that the duced to control. The legislature :Mnash all those found in the burlap
Senator
in
bill
volunteered to see that the debts
The burlap trick was varied by
whole ambition is centered in plague will scatter over the enure ceased to , appropriate and the local
should be paid. Now that the pros- Tafl'sadoption
their vigilance. some people by spreading it with
pest is soon ex committee.-- relaxed
nnd the comlaw
onutry
the
of
unless
this
the
pects of payment are as gloomy as of
The consequence Is that the moths printer's ink. The animals dislike the
pletion of the Panama Canal, and he terminated.
old, the creditor nations are beginsmell and appearance of the ink and
Dick
feelings
have multiplied twenty fold.
of
the
to
spare
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not
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ning to make inquiries. It is under-i.tou- d
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done
that no movement will be made Taft's speeches in Ohio last fall hussetts and New England.
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colho vised for burning the caterpillars, ami would therefore often be seen literally
iy them until the adjournment of conorado Springs and all Colorado
gypsy moth in billions aiiucKeu in some localities men have been hir covered with caterpillars below the
gress, as some unforeseen develop- brought about the defeat of Governor
Cox, ol shade trees, parks, whole forests, de ed to work for weeks in small groves strip, while above there would be
Doss
rout
of
the
und
Derrick
points. Connection at Denver and Pument may occur to force favorable
success
killing
was
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method
the none.
used
Cincinnati, and friends of Foraker and nuding them of every vestige of of trees cant urine and
eblo with all lines east and west.
action on the treaty.
of
fully
protect
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front
moths ?nd larvae.
are wondering what will he tne green.
Morales may create a Dick
Time as quick and rates as low as by
is to wrap residences.
method employe!
onslaught
One
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of
result
of
this
authorities
state
The
crisis in the relations of the two
and other lines.
There will bo another struggle becountries. He has threatened that unrepresented
administration,
tween
the
less the senate acts on the treaty be- by Secretary Taft, and the Ohio senaPULLMAN
DINING
when he s.:iw the officer approach. He CHEAP RATES FOR
SLEEPERS,
fore adjournment he will organize a
POS said he had
not been able to find the
the state THINKS HIMSELF
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revolution and overthrow his suc- tors over the platform in Dick
will
robbers yet. but he is still looking for
Foraker and
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jlon and Marietta. No other detail is and Foraker. Foraker lead the fight HALLUCINATIONS OF CHRISTO- on coast line to Needles and inter
' o dreaded by naval officers.
The Very Best Remedy for Bowel
the senate aginst President Roosemediates points. Special amusements
BAL SANCHEZ, ONCE A PROMS. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
There is absolutely no pleasure to in
Trouble.
at Flagstaff, Ariz., consisting of races
rate regulation policy, and also
l.reak the monotony of the stupid velt's
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Mr. M. p. Borrougns, an old and, parades and ball games.
the opposition to the ad
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A.., Santa Fe, New Mex.
rlace. The vessels roll continually In engineered
well known resident of Bluffton, Ind.,
statehood bill, which up
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NORTHERN NEW
tile long tropical sea, while the heat is ministration's
says: "i regard Cbamberlaln'a Colic turn limit, July f.
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MEXICO.
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LACE CURTAINS, FROM
70c up.

TO

TAPESTRY PORTIERES.

$1.75 up.
FROM
ALL SIZES OF TABLE
75c up.
SPREADS, FROM
ROPE PORTIERES,
$3.75 up.

TERRITORIAL TREASURER
MANY THOUSANDS
OF DOLLARS RECEIVED
DURING JUNE.

Chaves County J. S. l'n. treasurer:
taxes '. for 1!ii4, $.!!. ."4; for l!"'r.

J. D. EMMONS, the FURNITURE MAN

1

1.5 :..-- 4.1.

Pace,
County George
treasurer; taxes for l'.to.i, $11,041.46.
Pona Ana County Oscar
treasurer; taxes for i2, $lou.!S; for
i'MKi.
114.7; for l!m, $Hi:t.ui; tor
,
Colfax

BOTH THONES.
CORNER COAL AVENUE AND SOUTH SECOND

STREET

THiS CHANCE

TO

SE-

I

V

0

SUsx3

s

LP

County

Lincoln

SADDLES
BRIDLES

treasurer; taxes for

J.

II.

litu",.

AND ETC.

1903.

$t'.71.70;

for

1904,

Canning,
$l,n:tti.2U.

for

$ti;!8.94;

said that she and some of ber friends 1905, $7,930.79.
San Juan County W. E. Williams,
had been reading about the southwest
taxes for 1903, $19.90; for
and were "Just dying to know a real treasurer;
1904,
$3G.37; for 19n5, $2,348. T3.
'cowboy." The sheriff handed the let- Sierra County J. C. Pleminous,
ter to Will Coberly, who has charge
of his father's vast ranches in the treasurer; taxes for 19o3, $19.90; for
Arivaca country and a lively romance 1904. $119.30; for 1905, $2,795.48.
Socorro County .lose K. Torres,
was immediately set on foot.
Hardly had young- Coberly bad an treasurer, taxes for 19n3, $2t!.72; for
to write bis first letter 1904, $33.05; for 1905, $8,337.52.
Taos
County Jose M. Medina,
0COAOOO0 opportunity
when a
similar missives
taxes for 1904. $18,511; for
Harvey .I. Moon-- , cbief clerk to reached the sheriff's office. They were treasurer;
$2,057.55.
Agent Purdy. returned last night from a" from Coboes girls who wanted to 1905,
Torrance County William Mcinreal cowboys,
a pleasure trip to Kansas and
with Mauger & Avery, Boston
ne was given to Sam McEwen. the tosh, treasurer: taxes for 1905. Si?ss sourl, accompanied hv Mrs. Moore.
bold deupty sherifl of Silver Bell, who 2U.
Office, 321 West Gold Avenue.
Union County John F. Wolford,
S. B. Grimbaw, general manager has pacified that tough mining camp,
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
taxes
1902,
treasurer:
$7.35for
for
Is
of the Santa Fe Central railroad, at 'and
noted all over Pina county for
1903.
$11.01;
1904,
for
$1.19;
19u5,
for
Santa Fe, is confined to his bed with his markmanship. Another was given
MERCHANT TAILORING
to Tom K. Kichey, a dashing young $7,098.40.
inflammatory rheumatism.
Captain Arthur Trelford, superin- UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
vaqnero, and the rest were distributed
(r. C. Campbell, who has been bag- - Hinong picturesque voting oowbovs, tendent
of territorial penitentiary,
RAILROAD
AVENUE,
O. BAMgage master at. the Union .passenger whose make-u- p
and' reputation the convicts' earnings, $3,120.19.
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
A. A. Keen, commissioner of public
station at El Paso, Texas, since the slHMiff deemed would meet the lancv
lands, common school income, $432.45;
My merchant tailoring shop is upopening of the new dext last March. f tnp yonK wonien of Cohoes
Palace income, $2H.
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave'ias tendered his resignation to take
nue, where I solicit the patronage of
effect en July 1. No successor to CONVICTED PRisnNPRn
Will C. Barnes, secretary of tbe ratir. c;amr"ieii nas yei heen ciiosen.
TAKEN TO SANTA FE. tle sanitary hoard, cattle Indemnity the public. All work guaranteed first-clasas I have bad fifteen years' exSheriff K. S. Wooilruff. of Roswell. fund, $3,432.50.
Tbe Santa Fe Central railway open- left with the followine nrisoners
Arthur Seligman. treasurer of the perience In the business. Suits made
for
ed a station at Morlarty the other day. Santa Fe, who were convicted at the territorial board of managers of Lou to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
It starts off as a freight, ticket and present term of court :
isiana Purchase exposition, refund on repaired. The specific I use will not
express station, with J. Ij. Crossley
James S. Blackwch, five years, for be
Purchase exposition ap- -' lnJure the cloth. Ladles' garments
in charge.
Mr. Crossley was taken arson.
propria! ion, $1,214.10.
also cleaned and walking skirts made
from'tho office at Wlllard and V. V.
T. W. Alford. three years, for burgto order. Qlve me a trial.
Dycus was chocked In at V5llard.
lary.
Arrange Your Vacation Now Ex- O. BAMBINI.
Charlts Polk, a negro hoy. four
tremelv Low Rates.
Train No. 1, which arrived here years
Mrs. Baitmtm, at ner parlors. No
for stealing a horse and' a doi; Por tbe round irip to Canadian,
last night, run down and killed ManNorthern New York and New Eng- 209 West Railroad avenue, is pre
a Chinaninn.
uel Garcia at French, yesterday morn- from
Domingo Cimetel. an old Mexican, land points, vi. MICHIGAN CEN- - pared to give thorough scalp treat
ing. Garcia had charge of the section
years, for shooting in a bawdv
KAL. "The Niagara
Falls Route": ment, do hair dressing, treat corns
at French and was on the track witn two
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
house.
For complete information ran on
his hand car, when No. 1 lore down
.
Clarence M ore
negro, for one,au,"t5s
j. uussen, Northwestern 6 D '""s""!! uromicui uuu mounur
upon him. Garcia osuld have escaped year,
tor carving another negro with
Aeent. 40 Robert street lnS- - Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
with his life if he had not attempted a razor.
Sr. Paul, .Minn. W. .1. Lynch, Passen- - of complexion cream builds up the
to save the aand car. A similar killskin an(l improves the complexion,
Traffic Manager, Chicago, 111.
ing took pluce at Culiero. a station
Everybody
and is guaranteed not to be Injurl
o
west of here, alnnit. a year ago. In Electric Oil. s friend Dr. Thomas'
01,s' She also prepares a hair tonl
ELECTRICAL WORK.
this Instance, two men were killed, an ache, sore throat.Cures toothache, earthat cures and prevents dandruff ani
Heals cuts, bruises,
tney were trying to save a hand car scalds. Stops
Estimates on all kinds of wiring and "air falling out; restores life to deat
auv nain.
from being run down.
electrical
installations
cheerfully hair: removes moles, warts and su- o
guen ana worK guaranteed. V- - carry" perfluous hair. Also a face powder,
What! No Handome?
CHINESE LOSES LEG
Ktv.
was shaking hands with in stock a full line of electric snd freckle cure and pimple cure and piU
AND ARM UNDER CAR. old
H, U combination fixtures, and all supplies. cure. All of these preparations ar
v'ah Keng. who was employed as now friends here. Thursdav.
a full fiedsed Presbyterian, but Fans for th bot days, desk aud ceil purely vegetable compounds. Have
cook for a Santa Fe bridge gang on be looks
'"KCa'I nl see us when in dark- - just added a vibrator machine for
the Seligman division, was run ever wnsiiinstonjust Ia.lii- he alwavs did.
ness and be
Southwest' treatment of scalp, face and cure of
IK'mocrat.
at Flagstaff by an eastbound freight
ern Electric and Construction
wrinkles. It Is also used for rheumalast Monday. As he made an attempt
pany.
From LocKiaw
tism, pains and massage.
to lioaTd the train which was leav-- ' Never follows an
injurv
dresspd wit'n
... .
.
me- - awn int. lOHr niu no ii nni to
v
,tB Mt"Cp;l
'
nel,th the cars. He was then car- - t," am?
m
h
'
Med to tae eounty hospital where his
KeV6Ut
nf
-leg was amputated below the knee, c'hf P'?0D,1?5- - ataS' 8wai?'
,
the shoul-and his right arm Cose
Yol
t
thls P'ace, of the ugliest sore on his
1 ever saw" Cures
Cuts, Wounds.
A boy tramp was 'killed by being "eck
run over by a northbound freight ",u.yns anJ So"8- - 25c, at all drug-traiCOM
two miles nprth of Algodones
.
TWO SIGHTS ON A SOLID
yesterday forenoon. There was noth-The picnic baskets for sale at the
LENS.
NOTHING TO BKtAK
ing about, the clot hes, which consist- - Mcintosh
Hardware company's store
OK IMTEKFCIJE
APsKT
ed of only a. iair of overalls aid a: are Indispensable
foi outing parties.
working thirt, w hich would identify
W1IH THE
ibe Ixidy, and it waB laid at rest in
After a h.vv meal, tako a nmiuia
SIGHT.
MANUKACTLKED BV Tilt
the Algodonvs grave yard and nuin- - of Doan's Regnlets and give your
'
among
hered
the unknown dead. How stomach, liver ami bowels th hoin
BEI5BER
OPTICAL CO.
.
.he aecident occurred Is not known, .... ,
wring easv
iieSuiets
AlKUOUEROUE
N.MfcX.
thought
but it is
that the boy was regular passage of tbe bowels.
steaiiug a ride on tht freight train and
tell beneath the wheels. Residents in
AlgondoTU'S
testify to having Btcn a
man riding tbe bumpers through that
place yesterday morning, and they be"MW1
lieve that tbe body was that of the
Jterson they saw. Tbe. Uxiy was first
discovered by a section :;ang.

I

This Slronffi
Guarantee
WITH EVERY VEHICLE WE SELL.
Anr part falling bj
means of defective
material or workman- st I p will be made good i
without expense to the
owner, Irrespective ofi
This,
fully i rolects you as to quality. As to prices, you time of serrlce.
can't beat ours on tbe.
saiin- - grade of goods.
Oar repair shop Is In the hand., 0f skilled men and Is equipped wlthO
all necessary appliances for doing the highest grade of repairing
' ' un-- f
hois; ring, trimming and palating. Ring up, write or call.
6

-

A tbuquerquc

00000c,
.....

ii

a

fiipuquerque

730

W. E.

half-doze-

MAUGEP

WOOL

Mis-'kno-

-

and

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
Gftufal Ba tiding Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phone

Third and Marquettt
Bain and Old
Hickory Wagons

Spring Wagons
Buggies and
Carr ages
Harness and
Saddles

XXXXXXXXXX4

ll quality
and price la

you
what
want, we

Thos. F. Keleher
PAINTS,

OILS, VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cas'u paid for Hides and
Pelts.
408 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.

,.".

that

J.

KORBER

&

Wholesale and Retail, Albuquerque

CO.,

WE FILL

Meat Market

PRESCRIPTIONS

All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.
o

At Consistent

Steam Sausage Factory.

j j

Prices

EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third Street. tarn

A. D. JOHNSON

THE CELEBRATED

ask

you give

us a onanpe

THIRD STREET

'

X

.

Machine Works 5

. MALL. PrnnWfi
IT.
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; IkafUkn
Pulleys. Grade Bars. Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Froat fer
Buildings.
tfpalra on Mining mnd 9111 Machinery a tpaclalty
Foundry east tide of railroad track.
Albiqiero.se. h.

LIVERY,

oF

TOPICS

Carriage Co If

OF FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

CORNER

SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exadvantages over postofiice money
changed.
orders. Postoftlce orders are good BEST TURNOUTS IN THE dlTY
only at the office nanit'4 on the or- Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.
der and must be easled at that
place. Postofflce
orders can be
ELITE CAFE
transferred but once ly endorsement.
Bank drafts are ch'aper than
GOOD
TABLE BOARD, $4 A
post office orders.
WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
Bank drafts may be transferred SILVER
AVENUE, CLOSE TO
as often ns desired, sUiply hy endorsement on the draft
Drafts are returned ;o the bank
issuing 1hem, where they are kept
STEAM
CARPET
CLEAN NG f
on file, and can 1k exanined by the
purchaser at any time
THORNTON 7 ha Clearer V
There is no red tape or delay,
Cleans everything.
He Is tbe I
in case a bank draft is lost. A duMoving, pack- - Y
Furniture Man.
plicate Is Issued to the purchaser
ins and shipping, unpacking and f
of the original draft, without adsetting up. and is no upstart at V
ditional expense.
the business. There Is no oth
just Thornton. Both 'Phones, 6
737 South Walter Street
THE BANK
COMMERCE
ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW
MEXICO

Otero County .1. C. Dunn, treasurer: taxes for 1903. $13.f,3; for 19U4.
$124.49, for 1905, 1(,7o7.2H.
San Miguel County Hugenlo Romero, treasurer; taxes for 1903, $3.35;
for 1304, $2.37; for 1905, $14,059.35.
Santa Fe County Celso Ixipez,
treasurer; taxes for 1902, $t!08.19; for

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

Mexico-Arizon-

Auto. Phone

they

have many

$.1,297.C3.

We are offering some very special prices on this line of goods
aud it will certainly pay you to got out prices before you buy.

OOO'

OO--

o

Go.

LEADING COMPANIES
IN CALIFORNIA IN 1905.
Business- Wititi From IMfk'.al Reports, Exclusive of In.lus-

Bank Drafts have

I. una County C. .1. Kelly, treasurer; taxes for 1503, $111. SS; tor 1!04,
$19t5.7; for l!o5, $y,nM7.55.
Mora County lanie ('Bssbly. treasurer: taxes for Hu4, $!:. nit; for l!t05,

ROBES

o--

TUPPER. President.

Room No. 1, N. T. Armi.o Building.

1.

A R N E 8

S.

F. W. SCHWENTKER, Mgr. for New

Eddy County .1. 1. Walker, treasurer; taxes for l!iu:l, $o.ll; lor lnoi,
$;l..r.t; for lnr, $4.3S5.25.
Gtia.lalupe County Camibi Sanchez,
treasurer: taxes for 1 ! .". $l,!ts3.54.
Grant County A. S. doodell, treasurer, taxes for W2, tl.r.:i"; for 190.1,
ITS. 71; for HUM, $::'(i.Jt; for HuS,

CURE BARGAINS IN

VPlil vl fH

.1.

$4.K3.".4I.

l!u,-,-

oo

in

j
trial Insurance.
Company.
Amount.
Premium.
$10,550,735
Pacific Mutual ..j
$464,139.00
.740,291
Now York l.lfe
276.618.0O
equitable
3,148,930
121.163.0(1
3,020,300
Northwestern Mutlal ....
109,797.00
Mutual Eifo
i,800.r35
118,064.00
Metropolitan
2,287,911
78.457.00
The Penn Mutual
1.K01.83O
.5,774.00
' i3.401.O0
1,478,550
Mutual Benefit
1,429,050
Aetna
60.284.00
1 ,4011.345
Union Central
36.828.00
State IJfe
1.278.345
35,878.00
1.129.;ii5
Provident I,ife and Trist.
39.436.00
NOTE
Pacific Mutual jjald for basis i nly.
A good reputation a; home speaks well for any institution.
Life,
acc ident and health. In one policy.
Write for particulars.
Agents
wanted.

THE

The following terrhoiial funds have
bee.i received for the month of June
by
Territorial
Treasurer J. H.
Vaughn :

OF
ASSORTMENT
CARPETS AND RUGS.

LARGE

PAQS SEVEN.

OF CALIFORNIA
WILBUR

FUNDS

beautify tln home.
Inrg" Assortment of
1

a

CITIZEN".

Pacific Mutual Life Insurance

TURNING OVER

DRAPERIES

EVES1XG

j

tooooooooooooaooooooocooom

Wootton

&

Myer,

'

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

j

C
iTlhJi RBFOKM BIFOCUDS

i

1

n

1

nTrr-,1-

COM
The Future

CHIEF ENGINEER

GOES TO NACOZARI
K. A. .Mc Pari a nd. of the
Southern

Pacific, and thief engineer of what
us the Randolph lines in
Arizona and Soimra, arrived in Dong-las- ,
accompanied by a small
Ariz.,
party of engineer, and left on a
freight train for Nic zari. where he
will, join tde Southern Pacific unrvey-incor s. which is now in that section.
The visit of the chief ciiniin i r to
the set ne of action seems to lie of
considerable significance at this mo
ment. This is his first 'rip to Naeo-.ar-l
since the Southern Iaciflc has
started a. line from Nucozari to Montezuma. Mr. MeParland is in ch.trse
of all of 'he construction of the South-- j
ern Pacific lines in Arizona, Ne-.Mexico ami Sonora

are known

Located on the Been
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Belen

?fr,

199.

PIONEER BAKERY
BALLING,

CAKES A SPECIALTY.
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 South First Street. Albuquerque.

TOTI A OR A Dl
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars, place your orders for
this line with us.

to

IP

daTe signs

208 WEST 8ILVER AVE.

A. E. WALKER,
rmrn

STRONG BLOCK.

WEDDING

A. Lucero

7

0. W. Strong's Sons

Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

217

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL EST ATI,
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.

line and gaB stoves repaired.
Next to Walton'o drug store, SoutU
Third street.

Albuquerque, N. M.

213-21-

ocococooc

Furniture packed and crated; gaso

INSURANCE.

UNDERTAKERS

Secretary Mutual Building Assoc!,
at 217 West RaUroa4

tion. Office
avenue.

M,
Superintendents
Falrrlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

and

MONUMENTS
N. Second

201-21- 1

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries,

St. Both Phone.

NORTH THIRD STREET.

North Broadway, corner ot Washington avenne, Albuquerque,
M.

300

Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
ot The Atchison, Topeka

&

Santa Fe Railway

eot- establishment. In New Mexico; tbe Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 160 barrels dally; Urge winery; t.ree hotels.
hay In Central New Mexico. It. Importance as a great commercial railroad city In tbe near future cannot be estimated

gXPPESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA Fg ROUTE W.LL

LIMITED

V

I.mt mercantile
wbeat. wine. bean, and

"W'nt.:

popaIatloD of J S00
shlpp.ng point for wool, flour,

'"I"

drug store.

f

V1'7-

shop,

,rJed" (mD'

-

etc

,

etc

Alio a

flrst-clss- i

them ln)I)r0Te1

b' cultlT.tlon):

modern hotel.

do

,.4

GO OVER

or gr.vel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH
We neel a

Brst-cl.-

..

ts.er,.

TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST. NORTH

tailor sbop. snoe house. Jeweler, plumbing

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERVJ ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MA? ANO PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

OH

f

IA

JOHN BECKER,
.wajd.ixsv.

jeSUEZSa

AND SOUTH.

s.o,. ,la.lr3 mm.

DEEDS.

The SeSes? Town and Improvement Company
President'.:
WM.

M. BERGER, Secretary

ftftifYi

1

Cigars and Tobacco, an4

All Kinds of Fresh Meat.

Hf

2EB ZE JLn JH

Cut-o- ff

:

la.-C.-

d

nt- tan- -

General Repair Shop.

Farms

Correspondence Solicited.
123 S. Third St.,
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N.

Avenue and First Street.

H. SHOEMAKER

and

The Belen Town aod Improvement Company Own the Bclen Townsite

NEW YORK GIRLS WRITE LOVE
LETTERS TO YOUNG MEN OF
THE WEST AND COUNTY OFFICIAL DISTRIBUTES THEM.

Tucson.

Lead

L

Sole Agents.

SIMON

Ranches

RENTALS

Belen is 81 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

SHERIFF ACTS AS CUPID
TO MAKE COWBOYS

A

Cor.

& EAKIN

Automatic Phone,

SPECIALTY

STEWART'S STEEL LAWN FENCE.

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

th

A

PUMPS, TANKS
AND WINDMILLS

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

MELINI

PLANTS

MOVING

Bottled In Bond.

-

corn-Dea-

AND

IRRIGATING
HOUSE

kt

Real Estate

General Contractor

'ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE EIGHT

EVENING

CITIZEN.

Dr.B.fiMVilliams
.DENTIST.

a-- e

PERSONAL

X314 WEST

RAILROAD AVE.

T

1

1

two-piec-

1

CANVAS

i'

mi
THEY ARE

1

VICI

p

SHOES

AND

OXFORDS,
$1.50

SHOES AND

CALF

d

London Club

OX-

$3.00, $3.50, $4.00

LIVERY COMPANY

See Our Windows

SAUCES

Fine Shoes

ffi's

KID SHOES AND OXFORDS,
$1.65, 2.25, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50

VELAM
FORDS

WM. CHAPLIN'S

old-tim-

leather soles

AND CONDIMENTS.

No.

TROTTER

118 and 120 South Second

street

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

The Hickox - Maynar d

Co

Fine new line Pickard's Hand
Painted China just arrived.
We invite your inspection.
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
80UTH 8EC0ND STREET.

THE ARCH FRONT.

The

CLOTHES SATISFACTION

LUMBER,

Barnstt Building

Druggists

-

CEMENT,

-

SASH,

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING

it

MAIL. ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

II

mm

Albuquerque, N. M.

5. Vann & Son

THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watohes, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

JEWELERS

xxxxxxxxxx
MclNTOSM HA RD IV A RE COMPANY

fiM

TIlWl

Sole Agents (or the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS
0DO0OCCC0C0O

The picnic baskets for sale at the
Mcintosh Hardware company's store
are indispensable for outing parties.
PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.

.119

Witt

Gold

)

-

OC dji

PI""P

J.

Successors

Made of light wool crash and nobby light
flannel, just the thing for hot weather; pair

(J-

DIAMONDS

A

ating Trous
WHITE DUCK TROUSERS
extra well made; per pair only

403

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
-

a

Mead Hay

Doors, Glass, Paint and

First and Marquette,

o

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools.

We always knew we made good soda water. We had
a pretty good opinion of our Ice cream too. But when
we see the continued Increase In the amount or
these good things we sell, we are Inclined to think
that other folks think them good also. Do you? Try
it, you'll see.

CQ ,

Store for Style, Service and

go-in-

Whitney Company

Tasty Fountain Beverages

J, H. O'RIELIY

iSTERN
SIMON
5h2 Railroad Avenue Clothier

i
The Golden Rule Clothing
Store
Saving

t-

r.

BE-TWEE-

$8.50 to $20

-

When purchased at F. F. Trotter'
grocery store, sre sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because
e al
ways procure the best manufactured.
We And out first what brands are re
liable and personally guarantee them.

F.

e

Outing Suits
$8.50 to $20

1 1

R.R

CLOSE TRICED.

V

-

r

THEY FIT

AND WEAR BETTER.

When the Weather
Is Warm

I

STYLISH. COOL AND

KY ARK

COMKORTAItLE.

I

Horabin-Mc-Gnffe-

w.'-.e-

MEN'S
SUMMER
SHOES

28, 1906.

grand lodge In July. Every room In
every hotil li the city Is already encaged. So silted Mr. Little, and the
Indications
that Itvnvcr will give
the visitors a royal good time.
W. O. Monihin. of uio
eompiny. of 'I horeau, was In
the city last niulit and took the Initial trip though the local lodge of
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Office over Mandell's on Railroad
Elks. Mr. toranln Is the real thing avenue,
between First nnd Second
Unow
comes down out of the
Generally fair tonight and Friday.
streets. Hour from 8 to 12 a. in.. 1:30
You can he remarkably cool and
woods.
o 5 p. Hi. Auto phone 203.
comfortable in hot weather, by
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
attorney
the
for
limalls.
Ellsworth
wearing the Tight kind of
Dr. Williams has practiced his pro
Indian depredation claims department
clothes. One of our
Following was In- 4 o'clock train re of the department of Justice, Washing- fession In I.as Vegas for the past
port of the arrival of Santa Kc
ton, D. C, lr New Mexico, has- - been seventeen years.
train:
grunted a have of absence and has
p. in.
No.
Arrive ai
gone for a visit to his home at AtchTICKETS BOUGHT. SOLO
All other tiams reported on time. ison, Kan.
AND EXCHANGED
No. 7 running In two sect ions.
Tlie 13nio:itns'ohl child of Mr. and
Office
Association
Mrs. L. Kennedy, of 420 South High
Transactions
Mrs. Sim .ii NciiKtaiit of I.om I. una
street, d ed at the family residence
Will turn the trick nicely. They
Guaranteed
friends.
is tin- - guest of AlimqiK-rqitthis of iifantlle trouble. The funeral
are the PROPER thing for hot
I'erev Barlxxir, the mitiiriit eneineer, will be leld from Borders' chapel to- ROSENFIELO'S,
R.
W.
R.
Ave.
18
weather wear, and are even
morrow it crno:n at 2 o'clock. Friends
left this niorn'tiK tor the Miami
more comfortable than linen or
of the family are invited lo attend.
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